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LARGEST R DIO CIRCULATION IN THE WORLD

RPORATING "WIRELESS"

Every Thursday
PRICE

3d.
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CUTTING CONES
/ HMV, TACKLES TELEVISION
AT HOME WITH TOMMY HANDLEY

HOW TO BUILD
THE "STATION -CHANGE" ONE
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CONSTANT INDUCTANCEMEANS CONSTANT PERFORMANCE
. irrespective of signal strength

Consequently, distortion is Completely
Eliminated With the Lewcos Trans-
former (Illustrated above) for First or

Second L.F. Stage.
WRITE FOR FULLY DESCRIPTIVE LEAFLETSHEWINC _INDUCTANCE CURVE, REFERENCE R.P.6i

We respectfully
request the public
to order through
their local Radio
dealer as we only
supply direct to

the trade.

1HE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED, CHURCH ROAD, LLYTON. IONDON.E.ICI
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The

MAZDA AC/ P1
CHARACTERISTICS:

Filament Volts 4.0
Filament Amps (approx.) . 1,0
Max. H,T. Voyage 200
Amplification Factor 5

Anode A.C. Resistance (ohms) . 2,000
Mu;ual Conductance (mA/V) 2.5

PRICE 17/6

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Incorporating the Wiring Supplies, Lighting Engineering, Refriger-
ation and Radio Business of theBritish Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd.

Radio Division :
la Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.9

Showrooms in all the Principal Towns

EDISWAN

There is no need to use a directly heated

output valve in your all -mains set-with
consequent risk of hum and the additional

inconvenience of having to provide a sep-

arate L.T. winding on your transformers. Use

the AC/PI -the finest output valve ever

developed for all -mains sets, a valve which

gives a huge output at only 200 volt H.T.1

IARADIO
VALVES
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ARE YOU INTERESTED IN-
ALL MAINS WORKING ?

SIMPLE SET CONSTRUCTION ?

SHORT-WAVE RECEPTION ON
YOUR PRESENT SET ?

These are but three of the many and varied
interests covered in

THE FEBRUARY NUMBER OF

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR
NOW ON SALE

The issue is packed with constructional articles, hints and tips, and interesting
information about youf favourite hobby-radio.

Among the "How -to -make" articles are:-

THE A.G. "PARATUNE"
Giving details of a magnificent three -valve all -mains set.

THE "EASY -STAGE" THREE
A specially illustrated article in which all directions for building are illustrated by

photographs, no diagrams being necessary.

THE "KELSEY" ADAPTOR
How to make a simple unit that will convert your set into a short -waver.

The "Rotalog," The "Gramodaptor" and The "Framer."

GET YOUR COPY AT ONCE

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR
Price 6d. NOW ON SALE Price 6d.
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The Unit which triumphs in every test !
The Undy 8 pole Dynamic Loudspeaker Unit gives a volume
and claritY of reproduction far beyoild any other, yet, working
on a minimum of power is amazingly economical to run.
This extreme sensitiveness ensures the maximum result from
every receiver, however small and removes the necessity of
high -power final stage valves, r. with th3 consequent saving
on power whether from batteries or mains.

Within the few months o3 its introduction the
"Undy "has literally swept the country-pronounced
popularity which proves its amazing efficiency.

. .

Hear the Undy at any radio store and
realise its pronounced superiority.

Pal; No.
336930.

Pat. No.
336930.

EAsy
- 'WE supply the following Radio Apparatus on deferred terms.

We carry adequate stocks and can give prompt delivery.
NEW HEAYBERD A.C. ELIMINATOR KIT 0.150. Complete kit.

of parts for building an H.T. Eliminator, including steel case. E
Output, 25 M.A., 150 volts. 3.-H.T. tappings. One variable E.. -Cash Price .. - .. £3 16 0'

= Or 7/6 with order and 11 monthly payments of 7/..
= NEW COSSOR 2 -VALVE A.C. ALL -MAINS RECEIVER', " A =

reliable Local Station Receiver built into a substantial Oak
Cabinet. Cash Price.. £11 10 0 =; Or £1 with order aird,3.0 monthly payments of 23/-.

B.T.-H. ELECTRIC GRAMOPHONE MOTOR for alternating or f.-direct current. Cash Price .. £3 3 0= : Or 7/- with order and 9 'monthly payments of 6/4.
NEW OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET 4 KIT. A first-class long-distance

= receiver incorporating 2 H.F. stages, single dial tuning.
Cash Price . £11 15 0 E.*16/- with order and 11 21/,monthly payments ofOr

12 EXIDE W.H. HIGH TENSION ACCUMULATORS= (120 Volts. E
: 5,000 M.A.). Higher voltages if desired.

- ==Cash Price .._ .. .. .. .. .. £3 15 0
Or 6/6 with order and 11 monthly payments of 7/-. E

NEW COSSOR EMPIRE 3 KIT. A considerable advance 'on last :.=
season's 3 -valve Kit and at 'a lower price. Cash Price -£6 17 6 ..,"Or 10/- with order and 11 monthly payments of 12/6.

= N.K.' FARRAND INDUCTOR. Loud' speaker unit, quality of .-7.= : reproduction -almost equal to a moving -coil speaker. =- ! Cash Price .. .. .. , , .. .. £3 10 0Or 516 with ordor and 11 monthly payments of -6/6. EE.

.T. -H. PICK-UP AND TONE ARM. One of the best pick-ups
;available. Cash Price £2 5 .0Or 5/- with order and .9 monthly payments, of 5/-. =

= CAIRNS & MORRISON'S HOME RECORDING OUTFIT, including ..-E
Special Microphone pick-up. Descriptive Leaflet on request.

-- , .Complete Kit. Cash Price .. . __.. .. £4 12 0Or 8/- with order and 11 monthlY, payments of 8/6. ENEW BLUE SPOT 66R UNIT. The finest balanced armature =
movement on the market. -Complete with large Cone and, E.
Chassis. Cash Price .. . 7 a £2 10 0.Or 6/- with order and 10 monthly payments of 5/.

.LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO.,
11, Oat Lane, Noble St., London, E.C.2=

Telephone: Nationta. x977: ft.
771)111141111111iIiiiiiIII111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111T

TWO - WONDERFUL
VALVES

Highest Efficiency
Lowest Price!

SUPER -DETECTOR
Slope . . 2 Ma/V
Mag. Factor 15 6/6Fil. Current 0.15

Ask your dealer or write for
tied !older to :

IMPEX ELECTRICAL LTD.
 Dept.- B,

538, High Road, Leytonstonc, E.11,

HYPER -POWER
-

Slope .. 2.3 Ma/V
Mag. Factor 5
Fil. Current 0.3

.

Steep Slope, low impedance,
splendid volume, beautiful
tone. Wonderful reproduction
of the bass notes..

Bat

-41'94,1rIf
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The Crucial Test

YOU have noticed the " porn porn" of the double bass
in reception. This gives the.rhythm to music, without
which it becomes monotonous. There is also the rhyth-
mic support of the other basses which, if absent in
orchestral or band music, leaves it as uninteresting as a
one -finger pianoforte recital. Inferior transformers do
not register these frequencies adequately.

THE CRUCIAL TEST. Every R.I. " Madrigal " Receiver
is tested at a number of -points for frequency response from
50 to 6,000 cycles-the indicator shown in the illus-
tration gives the measure of response at the various test
frequencies. In a similar manner every " Hypermu " and

EVERY

HYPERMITE
L.F. I NTE RVALVE TRANSFORMER.
IS TESTED on the same frequency -response equipment,
which is, in effect, a complete receiver, with the addition of
an indicator as shown in the illustration. THEREFORE THE
TRANSFORMER HANDED TO YOU BY YOUR DEALER
HAS ACTUALLY BEEN TESTED IN A COMPLETE SET.
This is the test of performance which R.J. give and which
ensures the efficiency for your set that R.I. obtain in theirs.
NIKALLOY, the modern metallurgical discovery, so essential
to perfect radio, is used as cores for both transformers.

"Hypeimite" at 12 6 follows, closely on the superb performance of the
" Hypermu," and is the lowest -priced transformer on the market upon
which you can rely for low -frequency record.

Ask your Radio Store for " Hypermu " and " Hypermite " literature:
difficult to obtain, please apply direct: Give dealer's name and address.

LTD

The HYPERMITE
Primary inductance over 50
henries. Ratio 3 1. Weight,
7 oz. List No. DY so. 12/6
The HYPERMU
Primary inducance 85 henries. 21
Ratio 4 1Veight, 13 oz. List
No. DY 15.

RADIO INSTRUMENTS, LTD., MADRIGAL

so

e,

WORKS, PURLEY WAY, CROYDON.
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BRAVO JACK !
SOCIETY NOTE.
CHI HOA ! WHAT HO !
AND ICELAND, TOO !

Scientific Adviser:
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.A.S.

Chief Radio Consultant:
CAPT. P. P. ECKERSLEY, M.I.E.E.

Editor: NORMAN EDWARDS.
Technical Editor: G. V. DOWDING, Associate 11E.E

Assistant Technical Editors: K. D. ROGERS,
P. R. BIRD, G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc..

A. JOHNSON RANDALL.

a

14*

TOO MUCH BRASS.
VALVE BARTERY.

RADIO NOTES & NEWS HOW IT PANS?OUT' "

Bravo, Jack !
ANOTHER miserable confession -I .After

eschewing' dance bands for years I.
have at last tumbled down before

Jack Payne's bunch of merry minstrels, and
now look forward to hearing them. It may
be weak 'and lowbrow of me, but at least
I can claim the virtue of my candour in .ad.
miffing my conversion, and I should. hasten
to point out that this little human flop of
mine must by no
means be taken to
mean that I forswear
my ancient gods,
Beethoven & Co.
Nunno ! It's merely
a proof of my catho-
licity of taste. So,
bravo, Jack ! But
you'll have to do
something for that
shortness of breath
which I observe
when you make an
announcement
'tween jazz and
jazz !

Radio Society Note.
HAVE been
favoured with a
copy of the

1930-31 syllabus of
the Golders Green
Radio and. Scientific
Society. It takes us
to June 21st, and
that alone is some-
thing to think about
in this weather. And
what a syllabus it is !
Visits to Brookmans
Park, Croydon Air
Port. the N.P.L. and
the H.M.V. works; a . _

dinner, a dance .and a D.F. competitiOn-i
lectures, demonstrations and so forth, Some-
one at G.G. knows how to organise.

Can It Be Tried ?
T LEARN that in Canada daily information
I is broadcast about unemployed people

and what they can do, so that employers
wanting staff can get quickly into touch
with the men who want the posts. I really
do not see why something of the kind cannot
be done here-I have mentioned it before
-especially as we should be quite willing

to sacrifice the School Talk or Foundations
of Music for the sake of the unemployed.

" Mike " Fright Vanished 7.
COLONEL BRAND. the handsome,

urbane receptionist of the B.B.C., has
resigned for lack of a job. No longer

does the.professor perspire, the singer twitter
with s:a1e-funk. or the comedian play
castanets with his knees when lie firel.;

HAVE YOU HEARD ICELAND ?

no aural re idence-that away down in
Indo-China. I., wit, at Chi lloa, near Saigon.
there is a lovk1y, powerful short-wave broad-
casting station, with a wave 491 metres
long and a P K 3 A N. What
could be nicer than that ? Listen for
announcements in French. English and
Chinese : the Chinese you will recognise by
its similarity to Japanese (Ha ! Its !). In
the intervals a bong on a gong will strike

the awful hollow of
thine ear ( Shake-
epeare nearly!).
Well. who will be

This view was taken at the Iceland broadcasting station, situated about 6 miles from Reykjavik on a
hill -top 500 It. above sea -level. The station will transmit its programmes on 1200 metres, and also work

telegraphy to ships on 800 metres outside broadcasting hours.

himself staring at the microphone. Fami-
liarity. has bred contempt. The only snag
in the argument is that assuredly the
B.B.C. does occaeionany present newcomers
to the microphone. Are we to understand
that they derive vicarious courage from the
" old-timers," or do the announcers support
them on their way to and from the studio ?

! What Ho :
NOW then, you past masters of manipu-

lation, here's a job worthy of your
notice. They saye--though 1 have

he first to write and
tell Me Whitt the
'bine-se sounds like 'I

And Iceland, Too !
TH AT paragraph

reminds me
about the Ice.

lend etrit ion which.
as I write, is net
in eet ien. though
from reliable
Recounts it may b'
expect rd " r,n the
air " any day. In
terception of thia
newcomer will not be
easy in these parts
as the wave -length
will he 1.2 metres
end the announee.
men ts will only
occasionally' be made
in English. How-
ever. it is trot t h
keeping an ear
cooked for it, as a
curiosity for the log-
book.

Gleaned from " the Trade:*
ACCORDING, to a trade paper a South-

port dealer has adopted the slogan,
A home w'out radio is as bread

w'out butter." That will remind many of
us old 'tins of the early days of the phono-
graph, when we were told that Immo
without a talking -machine is like a home
without a mother:" The same paper re-
ports the disappearance of a portable
gramophone from the shop of a Liverpool
dealer-a magistrate, humorously enough.

- (Continued on next page.)
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RADIO NOTES AND NEWS
(Continued from previous page.)

It is thought that someone just blew in,
lifted the article, and calmly walked out
with it. Very feasible I That's the sim-
plest way of looting it is possible to con-
ceive.

Too Much Brass.
IHEAR my Yorkshire friends cry Im-

possible ! ' but they are referring to
t'brass which makes the mare to go,

wbereas I allude to the brass bands with
which we listeners are so frequently regaled
by the B.B.C. As the "Northern Echo "
truly says, " Their brassiness is too brazen."
Many people, no doubt, " like a good band,"
they like the machine -like precision of the
players and perhaps conjure up visions of
happier and warmer days on the seaside
esplanades. But I consider that they do not
come over well and, in fact, are- often
repellent. A little less of them is all I ask.

Soldered or Attached ?
IN an attempt to pander to my weakness

for criticising newspaper wireless, for
which effort I am grateful, N. W. (Fal-

mouth) sits rather heavily upon some
wretched scribbler like myself for advising
readers to " attach " a wire to some ter-
minal or other. He thinks that the word
should be " soldered." A trifle strained,
N. W., for a wire which is soldered to some-
thing is attached to it, and a wire which is
attached to something may be soldered.
However, I agree that soldering is the
best way in most cases, though as an
old-timer, I consider its importance to be
overrated. Thanks for the anecdote about
t he uncle who asked why you don't run your
set off the gas mains !

Valve Bartery.
M W.'s letter is such -a friendly thing,

. just like radio gossip over a pipe and
a pint, that I'm going to cull some

more blossoms from it. About three weeks
ago, he sap, the Regional afternoon pro-
granime stopped, when a voice said,

Hullo ! " thrice. Did any other reader
hear it ? Well, all who were listening must
have heard it ; 'twas doubtless a slight
hitch in connection with the landlines. As
to a Valve Bartship, me lad, your 61 logged
stations declare you to be a tophole ether -
strainer, but " quality before quantity "
is the slogan- of the Order. I have not- had
an Honours List for many months ; where
are all the one- and two-valveri ?

How It Pans Out.

NOTHING like hard facts for crushing
critics. The B.B.C. Year Book gives
percentage figures which are astound-

ing. For example, we learn that -during the
past year 21.39 per cent of the National
programmes was occupied by "Serious
Music," and 18.3 per cent by " Light Music."
Dance Bands took up 10.5 per cent. Query
Does a dance band play " light " or " seri-
ous " music, and is Beethoven's` Seventh
Symphony, which Wagner called "the
apotheosis of the dance," serious or light,
by B.B.O. standards ? Oh dear ! Here's
" Pictures "-by which I presume is meant
Baird's flickers-with 4.37 per cent, as
against "Drama " with but a meagre 1.88
per cent. The much maligned talks and
readings took up only 9.1 per cent.

Public Radio Clock.
nOES Hythe, Hampshire, hold the

'record for being the first place to
have a public radio clock ? That is

the claim which is advanced by the village,
anyhow. The clock's face is 3 feet in dia-
meter, and is electrically illuminated at
night. It delivers the strokes of Big Ben
and the six "pips"of G.M.T. through a
loud speaker. It is automatically regulated
by Big Ben. In addition to providing
Hythe with this curiosity, the inventor
runs a wireless exchange for over 100
subscribers. Good man !

Radio and the Metal Industry,
/THE U.S. Department of Commerce

issues some remarkable figures show-
ing the debt of the metal market to

radio. In the States more than three million
sets are made annually, for which steel, the
metal most widely used, is consumed to the

'111111111111111111111111111111111110111111i1111111111111111111111111111IIIHIL

SHORT WAVES.
TELEVISION DISPUTE.DISPUTE.

This must also be hooked [into. -"Daily
= Mirror."
:7- * * *

We recently read of a man who connected
an indoor aerial to four separate receiving sets and reproduced simultaneously four

E distinct broadcasts, each from a different
= country.

Ours sounds just like that, too.
* * -*

USEFUL INFORMATION FOR THE HOME
CONSTRUCTOR.

= " A bolt is a thing like a stick of hard metal,
such as iron, with a square bunch on one end

E and a lot of scratching wound round the
---- other end.
-f- " A nut is similar to a bolt only lust tjie
-E opposite, being a hole in a little chunk of
 iron sawed off short, with wrinkles around
= the inside of the tole."

* * *

" What particular qualification for broad-
= casting do you claim to possess ? "

" As an actor, I am accustomed to perform
E before invisible audiences."-" News of the
= World."

* *E-
A lady correspondent writes to say that her

= portable wireless set, which was leaking
= without her -knowledge, has been responsible
E----_ for burning a large hole in her, new drawing-
= room carpet, and she asks ivhether we think

she should claim compensation.
= Well, she might put it to the acid test.

* * *

ATMOSPHERICS.
E Mercury was a giddy young lad,

The fleetest scout that Olympus had.
= I warrant that you could often find him
= With a nymph on the pillion seat behind him ;
= So I'm not surprised if his noise and din
= Should worry mere mortal listeners -in. .

E But Venus is, gentle, as well as fair,
And, whatever our experts may declare, _

= I can't believe that our atmospherics
 Are due to that goddess' wild hysterics.

Though there may -he stories about her past,
= She's a perfect  lady from first to last.

" Morning Post '

Fill1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111W111111111111111111111117-;

extent of 110,000 tons ; more than 1,600
tons of this is in the form of nuts, screws
and washers, the rest in bar and strip.
Copper is taken to the amount of 12,000
tons ; aluminium, 4,900 tons; tin, 1,800
tons ; nickel, 1,500 tons, and zinc, 1,200
tons.

Radio Means Riches.
AREPORT from Canada states that the

North Monaghan Council 'has ruled
that the possession of a radio set

will debar a resident in the district from
receiving unemployment relief. -Here is a
new criterion of solvency indeed 1

Those Wonderful Yeat3.
1A. C. (Leicester)-our Naval Corres
. pondentwho admired the navy's

W/T but not its grub l-asked when
the story of my radio career was to be pub-
lished. A number of other readers showed
a baleful curiosity to peep into my past.
Well, I began to think that somebody is
hoping to get some evidence against me
and that I should do well to run over my
-history, in order to make sure that all lily
passages with the police of various countries
were finally closed, before coming into print
with my memories ! However, the truth is
now out !

Metallic Fret Covers.
AREADER of Fleet (Hants) says that

he cannot conceive how any material
" west of the detector valve " could

affect selectivity. Neither can I at the
moment, though I am hoping to learn from
W. H. F., who asserts that metallic covers
on loud -speaker frets affect both selectivity
and volume. Some possible screening effect
in the case of portable receivers is the ut-
most which I can imagine, pending the re-
ceipt of more facts. Surely the hindrance
caused by the fret and its covering to the
free outward passage of the sound waves
would be negligible. Anyone else want to
speak ?

The Changing World.
ONE of the most striking thinas in the

present march of humanitY is the
rapid way in which the ancient

peoples of the East are assimilating Western
ideas and adopting Western methods. After
Japan emancipated herself there was a long
period of quiescence, and it took a world
war to rouse the sleeping Oriental. All
this because I have just heard that the King
of Hedjaz and Nejd has ordered fifteen wire-
less stations from Mardmi's, including
one for Mecca. One thing remains, how-
ever. No unbeliever may enter Mecca, and
so Marconi's have got to produce a Moslem
engineer !

Programme Notes.
TWO notable persons worth hearing:

On January 23rd Madame Karsavina
will be heard in the " Yesterday and

To -day" series, and on February 7th Sir
Arthur Quiller-Couch, beloved as Q " the
writer, will speak at the Dickens Fellowship
dinner. By the way, I am told that Mr.
Arnold Trowell, who is Principal Professoi
of the violoincello, at the Guildhall School
of Music, and who is playing on January
31st in a concert which is to be broadcast
from Belfast, can take a fiddle between his
legs and play a violin concerto. What a
chance for television

The School Gasometer.
TE programme of broadcasts to schools

for the Spring Term is now ready and
may be obtained free by anybody who

is interested enough in the plot to ask or
write for a copy. Oh, what a galaxy of
heavyweights has been marshalled in array
against the little nippers ! How the kids
will love to hear " Der Nibelungerheld "
read in German and the talk on "The Cotton
of the Sudan " ! " Schools and Scholars in
East Africa " will keep them from shuffling
their feet, and Mr. Lloyd James on " English
Speech " will make them love radio better
and better every day

ARIEL:
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BEHIND THE
MICROPH0V
BY CAPT.PPECKERSLEY
In his second article our Chief Radio Consultant gives
you some further amusing and interesting reminiscences

concerning his pioneer days at Writtle.

I TOLD you last week some of the trials
and tribulations of early days,. I told
you of the first broadcasts from Chelms-

ford and, the first regular programme
broadcasts from Writtle. I told you (and
it is the first time it has ever, been pub-
lished) the dark story of the 100 _times too
big condenser.

Writtle-along, low hut full of Fong, low
people--4uddenly finding fame for half a
crowded hour of glorious life every TueSclaY
at 8 p.m. precisely. A chop and a. beer at
the pub, some six of us, arid back through
the mud, and the " dark" lanternshOviing
us the way, overcoated and rather happy.

Through wet. grass to the army. hut,. and
then to crank up the engine. This, is reluc-
tantly coaxed from immobility to a shat-
tering roar, the lights go up 10 T.U.'s and
generators begin to squeak over.

Two Emma Took !
Switch after switch chases power into

the proper circuits, valves crinkle -into a
glow, high tension,. and a sluggish. -meter
shows us four magnificent aerial,r. amps.
(But never worship the amp, it's power that
counts !)

 GinLer'y I.pick up the microphone,,gazing
out across the field to the lighted orange
window of the receiving but 50 yards away.
" Hullo, Ash ! Hullo, Ash, is my speech
O.K. ? Hullo, Ash, O.K. ? O.K. ? O.K. ?
Hullo, hullo, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5," ad lib.

And a bald head intersected by the
bright bands of the telephones nods a .wel-
coming " Yes " ! The test is O.K. Shut
down. Anxious eyes on the station clock
(alarum, 5s.). Tick, tock, tick. Ready. On,
O.K. ? (Whisper)

Kirke nods, his eyes , on every needle.
" Hullo c.q. Hullo c.q. This is WRRittle

calling ; 2 Emma tock WRRittle, I hope
you are hearing me, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.
Hullo ! " And so on for a minute.

A One Man Opera
" Our programme to -night begins with

two gramophone pieces played on H.M.V.
record No. 37658192. Oh ! Tolli Wolli, Sop.
Edith'. Swinger with Orch. Patent No.
92315, disc stamp.77866666Q06."

You've no idea how much reading
matter there is on a gramophone record.

As time ,went. on we became more ambi-
tious. .Lampoons, rhymes,. plays, singers,
gongs, noises off ; the B.B.C. has never
had programme ; idea that had; not its
embryo conceived at Writtle !

 Once the artistes failed. Fog ! Dense fog !
I Was in London at 5:30, arrived Chelmsford
by train 7A0, drove a motor -hike through
the thick fog (and Ashbridge frozen with
fear and cold in the side -car) right up to the

dpOr, flinging myself on the microphone
(at 8 precisely) and gave the whole pro-
gramme myself ! It. was, I remember, an
opera !

My reputation for leg -pulling `got me one
of the most amusing postcards` of my life.
A certain singer -came' to sing, and sang.
The programme was reminiscent of some of
the dirgier Sunday type we are so familiar
with to -day. -

Even'I beearrie a bit depressed. My joy
was in inverse proportion to my sadness
of the night before, when next day someone
wrote to. say it was the beit burlesque I
had ever given !

The Louder the Clearer
. And' another singer. who had the- some-

what- unscientific idea - that the louder he,
sang the more clearly' would he be heard in
far -away Europe ! The wish was perhaps
father to the thought, because he had left a
bride to come.to our barbarous land. If the
wish were father to the thought, it was at
any rate factual enough -to count upon- the
equipment-more power, outside a sergeant -
major, I have never heard.

A STAR'S EARLY BROADCAST

The Prime Minister of Mirth broadcasting from the old Marconi House
studio. Note the old-fashioned hanging microphone.

It was such a surprise, too, :because: his
intentions were not revealed to , us, due to
the lack.of a common lanat'uage...Nor did -his
accompanist (who was, incidentally;.: eery
charming, and caused havoc among the
staff) reveal anything of the plot.

Going All Out .

It was :the duty of one of us to -hold a
microphone in front _Of the- singer. That
night our 'trustworthy and .well -beloved
Kirke was chief reicrophene bearer. - The
opening . bars, were. played. A whistling

_sound and the banging of windows heralded
the singer's cataclysmic intake of breath,
but Kirke and microphone went hurling
backWards as, the. exhalations were caught
in the powerful vocal chords of this tremen-
dous lover.

Every needle of every instrument flicked
hard over, the engine groaned, sparks flew
from here and there, the staff was, seen
running for blankets to damp the micro-
phone. I wonder did the waves ever so
faintly. titivate . the charming. ears of the
far -away bride'? - At least,. there was- some.
fulfilment under, the vaulted roof of the

HeaViside Layer.
Good days, dear. days,

and everything so new and
untried and Spontaneous.
Wynn with a new doggerel,
MacLarty with a new in-
ductance, Ashbridge- get-
ting his circuits purer every
day.

Vast, long, windy argu-
ments putting volts and
amps in their proper place,
patient improvisations to
measure things and a steady
and growing knowledge. It
was surely a fitting cradle
for the two Chief Engineers
of the B.B.C.

Excelsior !
But we spend too long

in- the Elysian fields ; the
stiffer climb awaits us, and
we must leave the childish
and vivid realities of the
beginning,. for the more
breathtaking lower slopes
where we started to Carry
that "banner with a quaint
device to regions full of
Snow and. ice 73' (Is 'that
right ?)

Perhaps not. My style
will, I am sure, improve as
I begin upon that more
serious matter 'British
Broadcasting."
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delegates who will meet at Madrid in 1932-

DARK DAYS AHEAD FOR RADIO
By THE EDITOR.

Until 1932 it seem.; little can be done to relieve the congestion in the
ether, and yet more stations and more power are being thrown into

the ether all the time. jor
-4-4-4".1.--4.--4-4------4-4--S^N

I-T
is interesting to note that some of the

daily newspapers are beginning to
wake up to the fact that a very serious

broadcasting situation is rapidly reaching a
limax.
The newspapers can be very useful in

making the public, and more particularly
the authorities concerned, realise that the
recent trouble over the Miihla,cker station
was but a foretaste of what we must expect
unless something is done, and quickly at
that, to prevent, not only further un-
limited " congestion in the ether, but to
devise some efficacious and international
plan for the limitation of power of broad-
casting stations.

Springing Up all Round,
Stations are not only springing up all

over the Continent, but over -enthusiastic
emulation of our own Regional scheme
seems to have given many European broad-
casting authorities a power complex of a
most pronounced kind. What the upshot
will be it is- easy to forecast when we
consider the following facts :

At the International Washington Con-
ference in 1927 wave -length bands were
allotted to the mercantile marine, com-
mercial services, air -craft, etc.,"etc., in-
cluding broadcasting.

The latter obtained a wave -length band
between 200 and 545 metres and 1,340 and
1,875 metres. Experience has since shown
-as many critics pointed out at the time,
including writers in this journal-that the
broadcasting allocation was insufficient :
there was no adequate allowance made for
expansion of broadcasting services through-
out the world. The U.S.A. suffered first ;
now, it seems, it is Europe's turn.

To begin with, the so-called "short" band
can accommodate only 106 stations ; the
" long " band can take seven. A total of
113. In practice to -day there are, approxi-
mately, 200 odd broadcasting stations in
operation in Europe alone, and many more
are shortly expected " on the air."

"Over Taxed,"
Under the Prague plan, as our readers

will doubtless remember, 26 European sta-
tions shared these " short." and long "
bands, but since the plan was agreed upon
it has been broken a score of times ; several
new stations have crept into the broadcast-
ing wave -length bands-where they have
no right to be-and to make matters worse,
power has been increased, with the same
damning results as income tax-the ether
has been, metaphorically speaking, " over-
taxed." Net result-growing interference -
and an alarming indication of -fast -approach-
ing chaos.

Are we to wait until the next conference
at Madrid, in 1932, before the responsible
European broadcasting authorities get to-
gether and sort out the muddle which their
own incompetence has resulted in ? For
their work at Washington was incompetent
subsequent facts prove that-the only
excuse is that, if the individual experts did

agree and concoct a plan, their recommen-
dations, although modified by the various
governments concerned, have not been
carried out with the necessary vigour.

The Chief Offenders,
Well, who are the chief offenders ? Un-

doubtedly Soviet Russia must be saddled
with a large share of the blame. At
Moscow, Archangel and elsewhere, sta-
tions have cropped up And have crept
into the scheduled broadcasting bands,
where there is no legitimate room for them.
They have no right there ; they should be
kicked out.

It would take several pages to enumerate
all the cases we have in mind ; but apart
from these " orphans " in Russia and else-
where, it must be remembered that two
new stations in Switzerland, one in Warsaw
(of 158' kw. !), one in Prague (of 120 kw. !),
a new Radio Paris (five times more powerful
than the old one !), the new German regional
station (plus seven more to come !), and a
brace of Belgian 20 kw. " babies," will all
soon be braying " on the air."

Heaven only knows what will be the re-
sult. Chaos is an overworked word-but
we risk using it again. It meets our verbal
requirements very well.

EVEN ICELAND

or better still, cancel the Madrid meeting
and hold it at once in Paris, Berlin or London,
and make a quick decision to :`

1. Persuade governments concerned mate-
rially to -enlarge the broadcasting wave-'
bands, plus rigid restrictions as to power,

JOINS IN !

A view of the big 18 kw. transmitter at Reykjavik, Iceland's new broadcaster.

Just as a final tit -bit, let it be remem-
bered that the Soviet five-year plan allows for
twelve new stations, of which one is re-
ported to be rated at 500 kw. !

Ye gods ! Miihlacker caused quite a
row, but what sort of cacophony will there
be when the above little lot get going ?

Start at Once !
And don't forget ---they will have to be

squeezed in the 200-545 and the 1,340-
1,875 band. The 'bus conductor's " move
along, please," won't work a miracle.

The renTedy is obvious ! Immediate
international consideration of the situation.
Convoke an extraordinary meeting of the

_2. Eliminate the " orphans," restrict out-
put of new stations, and enforce definite
limitations -for power of stations, -

- But, of course, nothing will be done until
1932-if then. Still, we shall have the

--morbid satisfaction of saying " We told you0.,

-" REGIONALISING "
+ THE NORTH.

Preparing for the New Station.
*
THE " regionalisation " of North of

England broadcasting involves more
than the construction of the North

Regional transmitting station at Moorside
Edge. The B.B.C. is doing the job
thoroughly. The programme staff at Man-
chester, Leeds, and Newcastle are hard at
work on some -really ambitious schemes of
programme developthents.

Prospects for the future of North Regional
programmes are bright-if only Savoy Hill
will not spoil it all by scrapping the Northern
Wireless Orchestra at the end of March, as
is threatened. Outside broadcasts in the
North are to be properly organised by an
" 0.B." Department at Manchester.

The control -room
at Manchester will
act as control -room
for programmes en
route to Moorside
Edge, but the
" S.B." centre at
Leeds is to be main-
tained, for the
present, at anyrate.
How Programmes

Proceed.
At the present

time programmes
travelling between
London and the
North, Scotland,'
and Ireland, travel
via Leeds, where
there is elaborate
equipment, for
switching, correct-
ing the landlines,
etc. From Leeds
lines run to Lon-
don, Manchester,
Sheffield, Bradford,

Hull, Newcastle, and Glasgow.
Belfast obtains its programmes via Man-

chester, and a submarine cable from Black-
pool to the file of Man and thence to
Ireland.

The only extensive underground cable at
present used by the B.B.C. is that from
London to Leeds, but it is hoped gradually
to replape the overhead cables by under-
ground ones, which are more reliable in bad"
weather. '

The next step in this process of " going
ondergrpund " will be when the North
Regional station opens, for a new under-
ground cable will be used to. link Moorside
Edge with Manchester and with Leeds.

*
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II-1.M.V. TACKLES TELEVISION1

Much has been done by research workers all over
the world to bring television, an already accom-
plished fact, into the realm of practical politics, but
there is still a long way to go before this branch of
science becomes of use to the average man. The latest
developments have come from an, unexpected quarter
-the great Gramophone Company's factory and
research works at Hayes. An account of the system of

television developed there is .given below.

By OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.

-; -

IT
is a

long time since - we have heard
anything much about teleiision,, either
in this country or abroad, and one is

inclined to imagine that lack of news on,
the subject means lack of interest on the
part of experimenters and research staff.

That this is not trite is shown by the fact
that a few days ago I received -a telephone -
call from the Gramophone CompanyT
(H.M.V.), and to my utter astonishment

WHERE
IT

BEGINS

LENS
DRUM

SYNCHRONIZING
ALTERNATOR

UPPER FILM
SPOOL BOX.

STANDARD FILM
PROJECTOR

TY-

DRIVING
MOTOR

LOWER FILM -1SPOOL BOX
Fig. 1. The projector and scanning lenses which start the picture:.pn
its way. Alter " scanning "the pictuxe elements are thrown on to --

the object of the call w2, to invite me to
come d.own and see a new system of tele-
vision which hadheen evolved at the H.M.V.
factory.

I knew that the HesearchDepartment of
the Gramophone Company had been doing
a lot of work on the photo -electric cell, and
I knew that they bad developed a very
efficient one, but I had no idea that they
had' been turning their attention to tele-
vision in any shape or form.

The Entertainment Test,
So, therefore, it was with unusual interest

- -that I made the -short journey down - to
, Hayes, where Mr. Dyer was waitingto show

me round and to explain -this development....

First of: all he in.
troduced Tme to the
new photo -electric cell,
of which H.M.V. are
justly proud. It is a
cazsiiim photo -electric
cell, and was being shown in connection
with a talkie amplifier in a comparative test
with an up-to-date commercial model of
photo -electric cell of the patassiuin type. -

A modulated neon lamp as
the -light source was being
used throughout the experi-
ment, and the light from
this lamp was allowed to fall
in turn on to the commercial'
pliato-electrie cell 8,nd t4n
on to the H.M.V.- c_ cesium
cell. A very 'narked differ-
ence insensitivity and in the
brilliance of reproduction
was noticed immediately ;
as a matter of fact the

Cell_giveS 48.3 micro-
amperes per lumenas against
the 26.ochl miereamperes per
lumen of the commercial- cell,
so it is a great

THEwas then
in-Vodueed

-to-"-theyreal
object of 'ray
visit, the dc-

- mons t rat ion
. projected

television.
And here it
must be ex-
plained that
H. M. V.'s
have tackled
the .question
of television

from -the entertainment point
of view rather than from
the " scientific wonder "
aspect, 'and they have at-
tempted to develop a
system of televised cinema-
tography that in the future
might he exploited Jor use
for thehroatIcastink of film-;
of. test -matches, and other
important public events.

The transmission of tele-
visicn of- living objects is
n.of- being attempted at
preSent, understand, but
there is no 'doubt that
H.M.V.'s got over ja, very

good representation of a film,,projocted oi_
to a screen so that a large audience could

Whether the system will everhe practic-
able from a radio point of view remains to
be seen, because five channels are used,
and this would mean five separate wave --
lengths. So the present congested state
of the ether would make it --essential that
short waves be used if -'radio were to be -a
medium , of transmission of the H.1\LV.
system of television.

Land -Line Difffeulties.
Land -line work on long distances on this

system of television is also difficult, because
under the scheme, as it *as shown tome, a
band of over 23,000 cyCles per second
on each channel was Covered, necessitating
not only a specially designed amplifier, lint

(Continued air. next page.)

STEP IN THE PROCESS
PHOTO CELL AMPLIFIFR

1 2 3 4 3

The five photo -electric cells and their accompanying amplifiers,
which turn the light impulses into electrical pulsation3.
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highly efficient land lines. Over short
distances results, no doubt, would be per-
feetly good, but over long distances it
remains to be seen how much mutilation
would be caused by land -line loss.

But let us get on to the technical descrip,
lion of the whole system, by which you
will be able to judge for yourselves exactly
how much has been accomplished, though
as a means of assisting the fotmation of
your judgment I should like to state that
the pictures shown were perfectly clear and
steady from the ordinary, cinematograph
point of view, though the blending of the
five sections was not all that it might be.

Like a Printed Photograph:
My readers are probably well aware that

any system of television yet attempted has
consisted of scanning the object to be
televised at a rapid rate and in sending over
in sequence very tiny portions of thopicture
by means of a series of tiny electrical
impulses.

The result at the receiving end can be
likened to a photographic block, as used in
POPULAR WIRELESS, for any c/ose examina-
tion of a printed illustration will disclose
the fact that the picture is actually made
up of an enormous number of small dots
which vary in size and blackness. If there
are a large number of these dots fora given
area the texture of the picture is finer, and
the correct tone is better achieved. If, att
the other, hand, there are few dots the pic-
ture is said to be coarse.

BEHIND THE SCENES
TP.213. ISSUE 124-12-30. IC

COVERS REMOVED

REAR OF PHOTO CELL, AMPLIFIERS
Fig. a. An interior view of the special photo
electric cell and the first stages of amplification.

Now the detail attained by television
depends on the number of impulses per
second for a given area. If the impulses
do not come fast enough then the picture
will flicker and -become -blurred, and if there
are not enough impulses per. square inch
then the detail will be lacking.

In each of the five sections of the
television system there are over 23,000
impulses per second, which gives a very fine
degree of definition.

Now we all know
the principle on which

-the motion picture
camera and projector
operate, and this
principle must be con-
sidered when dealing
with transmission of
moving objects, by
television.

It is  based on the
fact that the eye at-
tempts to retain an
image after the actual
object has been re-
moved. This is known
as "persistence of

-vision," and no moving
picture_ would be
p,ossiblo without this
peculiarity of the eye.

In order to obtain
successful projection
about sixteen pictures
per second or a little
more are used on the
ordinary cinema, when
no flicker is noticeable.
Occasionally one can
reduce the speed down to  about twelve
pictures per second before the eye will
notice flicker.

Therefore, it will follow that in a picture
where there are perhaps ten thousand small
dots, each of these small dots must be re-
produced twelve times a second in -order
to give the transmitting image the illusion
of moving, and still to make use of this
persistence of vision to a sufficient extent
to avoid objectionable flicker. In other
words, 120,000 individual signals will have
to be transmitted Per second-.

The General Arrangement.
This seems a lot, but it is a fact that

a picture transmitted with '120;000 signals
per second will be somewhat laoking in
definition, and this is  where the man
who is trying to design a television system
for broadcasting comes up against it. In
order to restrict the frequency of the
impulses to within the band allowable
by broadcasting under the present system,
the number of dots per second has to, be
reduced, and therefore the detail of the
picture -has to- suffer.

H.M.V., however, decided to concentrate
their efforts on achieving as perfect a
picture as they could in order to ascertain
how much entertainment value could be
secured, and not primarily with any idea
that the system might be used on broad-
casting. Their argument is -that without
entertainment value television is bound to
fail as a commercial proposition, and that
unless the result °I -their researches provides
entertainment it is no good tackling the
problem at all.

The general arrangement of their system
can -be gathered from the sketches accom-
panying this article, but before discussing

these I must impress upon you two prin-
cipal points which have been concentrated
upon in the development of that system.
One is that in order to get definition a large
number of signals per second for a given
area of the picture is used, and the second
is that in -order to get sufficient illumination
for the image so that it can be said to possess
entertainment value, some means of modu-
lating a powerful light bad to be found

THE END OF THE JOURNEY
ARC LAMP

5

MIRROR DRUM
DRIVING MOTOR.

SCREEN

PRO&ENICTS ON MDRIRtrwir

CELLS

0

' AMPLIFIERS

Fig 4. Finally, the picture, in five sections, is re -combined by the modulated
light from the arc lamps being reflected by a series of revolving mirrors on to

the translucent screen.

A eomparatively feeble illumination as
displayed by glow ,discharge lamps (such as
the neon type) which have frequently been
used have not proved themselves sufficient.
The Gramophone Company  therefore set
themselves the problem of employing the
light from a powerful arc -lamp, and design-
ing apparatus that would actually control
the light from this source.

In order to get definition a very large
number of dots or points, of light are em-
ployed, and in order to reduce the total
number of. dots per second the picture was
divided into five sections, each section
being scanned separately and the signals
transmitted along a separate channel. The
total scanning of the five sections is re-
assembled on the receiving screen.

There are big advantages in using five
channels, for in the H.M.V. system a mod-
ulation frequency of only 23,750 is required
instead of five times that amount, and the
design of low -frequency amplifiers capalAe
of handling with anything like a straight-
line relationship such high frequency,
though not easy, is rendered more
practicable.

Five -Sectional Scannings.
Now let us look at the diagrams. As

will be seen in Fig. 1 the film is passed through
a cinematograph of the usual type, the
light from it being reflected through a
series of lenses on a revolving drum, which
for every revolution completely scans the
picture in five sections.

The light reflected through the revolving
lenses is thrown upon five photo -electric
cells, each taking care of its own section of
the picture.

(Continued On page 931.)
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"Ir MET Tommy Handley as he was coming
1 home from Savoy Hill the other night,

and we went - back to his flat for 'a
little chat.

" As a matter of fact," said Tommy,
" this flat served as my bachelor quarters-
and jolly convenient, too, being right in the
centre of things-and after I plunged into
the seas of matrimony we decided to keep
it on, together with our real home out in
the Big Open Spaces at Egham.

" When I'm rehearsing or playing before
the microphone, or am doing any stage work,
then you'll generally find me here, or down
at the club ; but at week -ends, holiday
times and other, times when there is no
urgent work to be done, then off the wife
and I go to rusticate at Egham. A nice
little spot.

" Oh, but this flat has memories-
bachelor memories, you know ! Some of
'em we'd better forget, and others (by
purging the worst. bits) I havd naanaged to,
turn Co good account as copy' for the
microphone. It's so difficult, sometimes,
to think of funny things, and if it so happens
that one's own life is and has been full of
humorous experiences, then it's easier to
think of a plot."

Radio and Gramophone.
" I see you're a gramophone enthusiast,"

I remarked, noticing that we were sur
rounded by small heaps of records.

" Rather," said Tommy. " Being a radio
artiste myself, I often find that the B.B.C.
is off the air ' at times when I want to
listen and can listen, and so the old gramo.
comes in handy. There are records of all
sorts there."

He was right. I glanced at one or two.
There was a large pile of orchestral records
of numerous makes : really highbrow fare.
I picked up from another heap a record
which appeared to have only one side. It
bore a plain white label, and on closer in-
spection I saw that it was a test record of
one of Tommy's own " all talking " items.

" Ah, that's one of my records," said
Tommy. " There are some others there
and between you and me, or you and I
(whichever you like), I don't think much of
them. Yet people seem to like me on
records! Of course, I've never heard
myself on the wireless ! "

Do you listen in much ? " I inquired.
" I expect I get my ten -shillings' -worth,"

came the reply. ," My two troubles are
that on most evenings I don't get home till
the dance music is on ; but I do sometimes

switch on to hear a. bit of Jack Payne. The
other trouble is that the set-that portable
in the corner-isn't going great guns at
the moment.

" And I'm no wireless expert. Time was
when, in its pristine glory, it -used to bring
in the foreign stations, and on slack evenings
I often amused myself by bringing in
howls and atmospherics from. Czecho-
Slovakia. But not now. = I'm busy on
the stage with my show ' Hello ! Folks.'

Back to the Mike.
" As you know, this consists of revue

performed by well-known radio artistes,
and you'd be surprised to know how much
work there is in producing and carrying on
with a stage show of that description. -

" I shall be back at the microphone
before your article appears in print, and
there's no doubt -about the fact that an
occasional spell on the ' boards' keeps a
radio artiste up,to scratch. In some ways
the stage is a harder test of an artiste than
the studio, and although I shan't mind
going back to the ' mike ' (rather the reverse,
in fact), I feel that this stage work is doing
me good and giving new ideas."

" Ah ! Ideas," I inquired. "Where do
you find it easiest to think of new ideas for

A GRAMOPHONE ENTHUSIAST

An interesting fact elicited by our ipeoial repre-
sentative is that Tommy Handley is an enthusiastic

user of the gramophone.

rod
One of the most popular of all
broadcast artistes is the sub-
:lea of this week's intimate and,

exclusive sketch.
8.. TOMMY HANDLEY.

broadcasts? Have you a room which you
keep as a ' den ' for yoin Muse ? "

Well, rye a room of my own," agreed
TommY. " You might say that it is
vitally my owh. I hate it even being
dusted. That's one of my bachelor habits
which I still preserve ! But I don't know
that that is the beSt place for thinking.
find stray humorous ideas coming to me in
the bathroom, in the street, when reading
the evening paper, and even when hunting
for lost golf balls."

"Thenyou do get time for golf'? I ven-
tured.

" Not so much as I did," explained
Tommy. " While I'm doing thiS ' Hello !
Folks ! review I have a few free after-
noons; but when I'm doing my bit at the
B.B.C. there is precious little daytime to
spare. It's when I get back to Egham that
I enjoy golf.: golf-and the dog.. I'm very
fond of dogs. Mine's a 'smooth -haired
terrier. You can keep all your AlSatians ! "

A Golfing "Record.
Harping back to golf for a moment,"

I said, " what's your handicap-?
'Tommy hesitated.
" Must we harp back to golf ? "- he asked

pitifully. " If you want to say"anything
about my- handicapHust say that some-
times it's more, and'sometimes it's less."

I, left it at that. After all, you can't
cross-question a " star," in his own flat !

" There's one golfing record I do hold,
though," said Tommy after a while: .`,` It is a
record for losing both ball and club at one hol !

" It happened on a'cOnrse down 'Wimble-
don way, where -there's a tough water
hazard.. It was a hot day, .and I suppose
my. hands were slippery. At this water -
hazard hole I took a mighty swipe, and away
flew ball and club into the water ! I waited
at the water's edge fora :while, like the

'knight Who waited for the sword Excalibur
to pop out of the waves ; but my club didn't
turn up, and my ball wasn't a floater, so
I went straight on to the Nineteeiith !

" Are You Clubby ? "
" I think that's enough for golf,' I said.

" What about other hobbies. Are you
clubby ? "

" Yes," said Tommy. " Savage Club-by.
When' rin not at the flat, and when I'm not
down at Egham, and when I'm not at Savoy
Hill, then you may perhaps find me at the
Savage Club with a few friends."Savage

Won't tell you thr4 I never get any
time to myself, or ,that -work 'a ,;Z4-hourday.

But.I will say that, like a doctor, I
can .never be entirely free from My wCprk.

(Continued on page 930.)
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+ 4LATEST BROADCASTING NEWS.

i THE RETURN OF MR. WHITLEY

SIR HARRY LAUDER- t
f "LITTLE TOMMY TUCKER"-
f STOP PRESS-WHY THE
0
1 PANTO BAN? Etc.

-4-

IN a few weeks now, Mr. Whitley, Chair-
man1 of the B.B.C., will be back from.
'India to resume command at Savoy

Hill. Among some of the problems awaiting
his attention are the " talks " situation,
the future of broadcast education and of
relations with outside educational bodies,
and the new Board to be appointed this
year.

Presumably the Prime Minister will be
guided by the ex -Speaker of the House on
the subject of his colleagues for the remain-
ing five years.

Sir Harry Lauder.
Sir Harry Lauder makes his fourth

appearance before the microphone in this
country on Thursday,, February 5th, when
he takes part in the National programme
between 8 and 9 p.m. More than two years
have passed since the great Scottish
comedian was heard by British listeners,
and during most of that time he has been
abroad visiting New Zealand, Australia and
the United States.

His previous broadcasts have all been of
nearly an hour's duration, in fact, on one
occasion he exceeded that time, which is
not altogether satisfactory to either artiste
or listener. It has, therefore, been decided
that on February 5th, Sir Harry shall- have
two periods, each of twenty minutes, for his
inimitable songs and patter, the remainder of
the hour being filled with orchestral music.

" Little Tommy Tucker."
The excerpt, from " Little Tommy

Tucker " at Daly's Theatre which is to be
broadcast on Saturday, January 31st, will
include a scene in a B.B.C. Studio in which
the heroine falls in love with the voice of an
announcer-an event that has several times
occurred in reality, although the B.B.C.
makes a point of never disclosing such
spicy tit -bits of information concerning its
domestic affairs.

As listeners will hear, the Story in the
excerpt ends with perpetual "happiness
between two people, which is one up on the

because no announcer, as far as we
knoW, can make so Sweeping a claim as in
outcome- of his microphone duties.

Stop Press.
" Stop Press," a feature originated 'by

John Watt, when he was a member of the
productions staff at Belfast, and One edition
of which has been presented from London
since the author joined the staff at Savoy
Hill, is to -be given a second show on
Tuesday, January 27th, for London Reeional
listeners and repeated two nights later for
the National people.

" Stop Press" is really a miniature
revue and one of the sketches is designed to
give an indication of what a perfect " mix-
up " would occur if our broadcasters

swapped ".jobs
Can anyone imagine A, J. Alan singing.a

comic song, or the Four Marx Brothers
reading a news bulletin, which are among
the burlesques1 Those whO heard the OA
edition of Stop Press " will be pleased to -
learn that the 5ketel. in- Which Miss Blimp

Swims the Hellespont and the play entitled
" B.B:C. Exchange " are' to be repeated.

Why the Panto Ban ?
The third and final pantomime broadcast

of the season for Northern listeners takes
place on Saturday, February 7th, when part
of the performance of " Jack and the Bean-
stalk " will be relayed from
the Theatre Royal, Leeds.

The rub in this para-
graph will be against the
Southern listener w h o
will wonder why on earth
no panto.mitne relay has
been included in the
National or London

Regional transmissions this winter. Even
Scotland, which professes its broadcast pro-
grainmes to be more cultural than those of
all other parts of the country put together,
has had its' pantomime relay.

- Lots of theatres in and around London
would _be  only, too pleased to allow a
broadcast, while it cannot be argued that
the South is any more critical or more
appreciative of good material than the
North, or that the North is content with
something inferior to what the South will
tolerate.

,
NEXT WEEK

" P.W." will introduce

THE14FOUR
A TOP-NOTCH

SET AT
ROCK -BOTTOM

PRICE!

A LSO

THE PAU

FRAME AERIAL

C u MENG SHORI LY

LEONARD HENRY
J. Ii. SQUIRE

PHILIP RIDGEWAY
'and others on

"If I were the Governor of
the B.B.C."

`:4at.V.Z.

Programmes of
Promise;
" Bumpkin Pie "

-Some Widdieombe
Faire, written, . com-
posed and produced
by-Emest Longstaff
with additional songs
by various authors
and composers, reads
like -a tasty morsel for
those who can listen
to the National pro-
gramme at 8 p.m. on
Friday, February 6th.

Mr. Longstaff is so
well acquainted with
the intricacies of
microphone work by
long and successful
experience_ that
to -day anything from
his pen can be cashed
in as good. On Feb-
ruary 6th the Revue
Chorus and Orchestra
will be conducted by
Mr. Longstaff himself.

Another February
broadcast from the
Lon don studios;
which should also be

- well worth hearing,
is " The Pursuit of
Pleasure."

FOR THE LISTENER
By " PHILEMON."

A critical survey of some of the recent programmes, with
frank comments on the fare provided and the way it is served up.

A "Skit Inspection."
ONE of the most popular Saturday night

items must be the relay from the
Kingsway Hall ; and when the

Roosters are there, the fun is fast and
furious.

They are not so good individually as they
are all together ; but all together they are
as lively and as entertaining a party. 'as
anyone could wish for. Their Army sketch,
entitled " Skit Tnspection," seems so con-
foundedly funny that I could scarcely hear
it for the continuous roar of laughter. Even
the laughter, with the fog still in the air,
was good to hear.

The whole programme went with that
sort of amateurish swing which is, when it
is good, so very, very good.

- The Schonberg Music.
Realising that I was going to be lowbrow

on Saturday night, I braced myself and
determined to be highbrow on Friday night.

*
I listened to the Schonberg music conducted
by. Schonberg himself.

I understand that the B.B.C. Orchestra
had put in a good many hours at rehearsal-;
so that we heard the music just about at its
best. It was queer stuff.

A girl seeks her lover through a wood,
and finds his corpse. Apparently she goes
mad. She goes mad for about half an hour.
The music interprets that madness.

I should imagine that technically it must
be an amazing piece of work, and Will be
doubtless fully appreciated by the tech-
nicians. As a piece of music, it confused
and terrified me. Perhaps Herr Schonberg
will take that as a compliment.

Talks by Women.
Women speakers have carried off the

honours this week. If- all those whce con-
tribute to the series " Yesterday and To
day " are going to 6-e as good as Mrs. St.

(Continued On page 932.)
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WE gather from correspondence received
that a certain proportion of our
readers are still experiencing diffi-

culty in meeting the selectivity requirements
of the Regional Scheme, and so we are

AN AMAZING. FACT

It is hard to believe that any such device can work
effectively without decreasing the sensitivity of
the set. Bat the" Brookmans Rejector " does and,
further, it improves the general selectivity, though

the circuit is as simple as could be.

making a special point of including some
high -efficiency rejectors of various types
in our programme for the season.

We have always in mind, too, the fact
that the Northern Regional station will be
opened ere long, and when that day arrives
quite a lot of people are going to get a
surprise.

We don't want to alarm our Northern
friends unnecessarily, but they would do
well to prepare for the event in advance.
It is very difficult for them to imagine the
acute interference which is set up in the
neighbourhood of a Regional station, and

- those who at present use fairly simple
receivers within a radius of some fifteen
or even twenty miles of Moorside Edge
should really think seriously as to what
they intend to do- about it.

The Northern Regional
They must make up their minds that

their sets are going to have the greatest
difficulty in dealing with the extraordinarily
severe demands made upon them by
Regional conditions. Not merely will they
find that it is difficult to separate the two
transmissions, and to tune in their favourite
foreign programmes, but they will also
discover what so powerful a station can do
in the way of " breaking through" on long
waves.

REM
BROOKMANS
REJECTOR,

In short, owners of quite simple receivers
in this area are going to be up against it
just as we are here in the Brookmans Park
area, and we want to urge them to make
preparations in good time. Lots of us in
the South were caught napping, and there
is no reason why it should happen again
now that we know exactly what is' coming.
I We understand that there is a population
of some 600,000 in the area of expected
intense difficulty around Moorside Edge,
and amongst so many there- must be a
goodly number of " P.W."- readers. It
would seem, therefore, that we must
devote a due amount of space to offering
them real help as we can.

One obvious solution, of course, is to
set to work in good time and build a modern
highly selective receiver like the " Chef
d'Oeuvre " Three, described in the Christ-
mas number of "P.W. That, however,
is a way out that will not appeal to some
people, and to them we would suggest that
they should try what can be done with the
aid of a modern and efficient type of
rejector.

Trapping Two Transmissions.
The "P.W." "Brookmans Rejector," for

example, is capable of performing the most
remarkable feat of interference -elimination,
and will always give great relief, if not a
complete care.

It will give relief, in the sense that it will
shut out either of the two transmissions so
thoroughly that one has to search carefully
and tune it in quite accurately in order to
hear it at all. It will thus solve the
problem of mutual interference between
the two transmissions.

Where it will fail is in cases where both
transmissions spread badly round the dial
so that to eliminate just one of them is not
sufficient to permit foreign stations to be
received. In these cases a double eliminator
is required, i.e. a device which will shut
out both transmissions at once, and leave
the dial clear for foreign stations.

Such a gadget was described in " P.W."
forDecember 13th, 1930 under the title of the
" Double Trapper," and to this we would
refer those readers who are situated less
than about ten Miles from a Regional
station and wish to continue to use a simple
type of " detector and L.F." receiver.

This, of course, is the area of real misery
for the long-distance enthusiast. Further
out things become easier and a single type
of rejector usually furnishes all the
assistance that is needed.

A further vers'on
of the most famous
interferance-p r e -
venter in the world
one which blots out
one station and, in
many cases, actu-
ally improves the
reception of others.
With the model
described you can
pre) -set to two
powerful stations
and wipe either
out at the touch of

a switch.
By the

P.W.' RESEARCH
DEPARTMENT.

This " one a time " kind of rejector
will also serve the purpose quite well in the
real " agony area ' if the receiver in use is
of the more modern and selective type, and
so only wants help over certain portions of
the tuning range.

Unapproached Efficiency.
It seems to us, therefore, that this type

of interference eliminator is the more
generally useful, and so should receive the
most attention. Accordingly we are de-
scribing the device this week in something
of a " de Luxe " form, carefully thought
out to make it as convenient to use as
possible.

It is simple enough, for all that, and not
at all expensive to make.- It does its job,
though, and those who have bitter memories
of the behaviqur of the early wave -traps will
get a pleasant surprise when they come to,
try a modern rejector.

(Continued on next page.)

YOU CAN BUILD IT

It is nothing more than a very straightforward
assembly of inexpensive parts.
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t A REGIONAL

BROOKMANS REJECTOR
(Continued from previous page.)

Well, perhaps not just " a " modern
rejector, but " the " modern rejector,
which is that exclusive " idea, the
" Brookmans " type. This, as so many, of
our readers know, is an interferenne-
eliminating device of unapproached
cie,ncy, and it quite definitely does ,NOT cut
down the general performance of your set.
In some cases it will even improve the
-results on all stations other than the one
being rejected !

Very Easy to Use.
Just two little warnings, though ; the

kind of interference which it will eliminate
is that produced by a powerful local station
and no other. Don't expect it to cut out
Morse, tram -car noises or atmospherics !
Secondly, note that, it is designed to work
with " P.W." receivers, and May not go
properly with some Commercial sets or
ethers not of our designs, because of different
methods employed in the aerial circuits of
these sets.

The one you :have already seen in the
photes is designed to enable you to use
the " single " type of rejector with the
maximum of convenience. It will reject
either of the two Regional transmissions,
but not both at once. To make it simple
and easy to use, it is fitted with a little
device which enables you to reject either
transmission at will by moving a switch.

Too Simple for Words.
This will be found a great convenience in

practical use, for the adjustment of a
rejector is rather a delicate operation, and
it is not one which you want to make every
time you change from one station to' the
other. With the, present scheme you set
the rejector condensers once and for  all
and just work the switch as required.

It would probably be a waste of space to
tell you how
to make the
device, for

ALL
CLAIMS
UPHELD

Inasmuch as this version is the original " P.W." " Brookmans Rejector"
with the simple addition of the switch and an her small condenser,
the results must clearly be those about which so many " P.W."

readers have enthusiastically -Written.

just observe its simplicity in the photos !
A piece of wood, an ebonite terminal strip
with a switch on it, a coil socket and three
compression -type adjustable condensers, to
be: assembled and 'wired up, and that's all
there is in the job.

How to use it is far more important,
and this we will tell you in detail. First, you
connect your aerial lead to the A terminal
of the rejector instead of to the set. Connect
the other rejector terminal to the set aerial
terminal.

Inbert a No. 50 plug-in coil (the size is
important as- a rule) in the rejeCtor and
proceed thus.: put rejector switch to
' off " and set nearest adjustable con-
denser to a medium value (start by screwing
knob right down. then -unscrew about three
complete turns ; not critical).

The rejector should be placed so that
the terminals and switch are nearest to you.
Then the right-hand condenser of the pair
at the back is the one to be adjusted next.

t RADIO ITEMS t
+ OF INTEREST j
IThe North Regional-Grid Bias, etc. 4

The maximum current that can pass through
the human body without serious results is about
10 milliamps.

* * *

The resistance of the human body varies with
health, moisture of the skin, etc. ; but the
resistance from one hand to the other is gener-
ally of the order -M.60,000 ohms.

The height of the Brookmans Park aerials is
limited by Air Ministry . regulatien3 -to
200 ft.

* *

Moorside Edge Regional Station uses three
steel lattice masts each about 500 ft. high.

The, B.B.C.'s North Regional Station 'near
Slaithwaite is situated- about 1,000 ft.- aboye
sea level.

At Moorside Edge each 500 -ft, mast rests on
a large ball, which allows it to sway slightly
with wind pressure.

*

Of the two aerials at Brookinans Park, the
northerly one -is used for the Regional pro-
grammes, and the one nearer London for the
National.

*

If you arrange to switch over the grid of a
power valve to a preceding stage,
do not forget to alter the grid
bias accordingly.

* *

The power of the Langen-
berg (Germany) station is to be
increased to 75 kw. next
summer.

* *

If you have not experimented
with different needles for your
gramophone pick-up, you should
do so, as this often effects a
noticeable improvement in tone.

* *

A semi -variable condenser
with a maximum of .001 mfd. in
parallel with a 200,000 -ohm
variable resistance connected
across a pick-up's terminals
sometimes assists in cutting
out " scratch."

Tuner in lower -wave station on set, and
adjust this condenser until you find the
" rejection point " at which it vanishes
almost completely. This is sharp, so
adjust carefully. If you do not get sufficient
elimination, reduce the condenser nearest
the front a little and try again. In fact,
,11111141111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

COMPONENTS AND MATERIALS. -
.,-._

E 3

Ez-1

Terminal strip, 4 in. x 2 in. (any
good insulating material).
Baseboard, 6 in. x 4 in., about i in.
or in. thick.
.001-mfd. (max.) compression -type
condensers (R. I., or Lewoos, Formo,
Lissen, Polar, etc.).
On -off switch (Lissen, or Goltone,
Igranic, Ready Radio, Benjamin,
Bulgin. Lotus, etc.).
Coil holder (Lotus, or Igranie, Wea.rite,
Bulgin, Keystone, Red Diamond, etc.).
A little wire and a few screws.

try thethe front condenser at several settings,
and see which is the bed, re -adjusting the
right-hand near condenser each time, of
course.

That being all settled, tune in the longer.
wave station on your set, then close the
rejector switch (pull knob outwards to
" on position). Now :adjust the left-
hand near condenser to the rejection pOint
for the longer -wave station. De not make
any alteration- in the condenser near the
front while doing so ; this must' remain set.

With this second rejection point found
the preliminary adjustments are complete
and need not be touched again, In future
all you will have to do' is to put the switch
" on " to shut out hinger-wave station,
or " off " to eliminate the other one.

REVITALISES OLD SETS
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Even it your new Regional programme spreads
over the whole tuning, this " Brookmans Rejector "

will completely " kill " the interference.

.1"
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Mriffare..0/

Some questions and
answers of general
radio interest that will
aid you in your radio

reception.

L.F. and H.F. TRANSFORMERS-
RESULTS FROM A PENTODE-

TACKLING HUM.

Under the above title, week by week, our Chief Radio Consultant comments upon radio qucries submitted by " P.W." readers.
Don't address your questions to Captain Eekersley, hOwever, a seleeticin of those received by the Query Department in the

ordinary way will be answered by him.

L.F. and H.F. Transformers.
J. P. (Yarmouth).--" Does an .H.F.

transformer function in a similar manner
to an L.F. intervalve transformer ? That
is to say, if the secondary of an H.F.
transformer is -wound with three times as
many turns as the primary, is a voltage step-
up. of 3- to 1 effected as would be the case
with an L.F. transformer of 3 to 1 ratio ? "

In considering, the difference. between
high -frequency transformer and low -fre-
quency transformer one has got to realise
two things. The first, that in a low -fre-
quency transformer the connection is
entirely dependent upon having 100 per
cent coupling (or as near, as possible) between
primary and secondary windings.

This is done by using iron which makes
an easy path for the interlinking magnetic
fields. Iron cannot be used with high -
frequency transformers for , frequencies
much above 100,000 periods per second; so
that it is not easy to design a high -fre-
quency transformer with 100 per cent
coupling.

The second point to appreciate is that
the self -capacities of the windings may
produce all sorts of spurious effects up-
setting both phases and amplitude of the
inducing and induced currents.

If this is occurring it is not a priori
accurate to state that the simple winding
of three times as many turns on the second-
ary as the primary will produce three times
the voltage on the secondary, but pro-
vided certain precautions are taken, and
provided a large range of frequencies is not
desired, the statement is not untrue.

One might put this another way by say-
ing that provided aperiodicity is achieved,
and provided the coupling is very tight,
and provided the transformer is. not ex-
pected to work into a considerable load,
then the connection of the high:frequency
transformer is to some extent analogous
to that of the low -frequency transformer.

Results from a Pentode. -

-J. L.- (Balham).-" I have recently
replaced the, small power valve in my two -
valve (det. and L.F.) receiver by a Pentode
valve with a view to increasing loud-
speaker volume. The result has been some-
what disappointing, as there is hardly any
increase of volume although there is a
marked absence of bass notes.

" It would appear that the mere substitu-
tion of a pentode valve for an ordinary

power valve is insufficient to achieve my
object and 'I would, therefore, appreciate
your advice as to what steps I ought to
take in order to secure the increase in
volume which I feel sure should ensue when
a pentode valve is used ? "

This is a typical case where the valve has
been considered apart from the design 6f
the circuits around the valve. You would
not expect'to niake your 10 h.p. car go very
much faster simPly by fitting racing
magnetos !

Racing magnetos, however, are worth
while adapting, to an engine designed for
racing.

H.F. COUPLING

The " P.W." and " M.W." dual -range coil
is a type of H.F. transformer, and here we
see it used to couple together two stages

of S.G. amplification.

Coming down to more detail, it is funda-
mental that a valve cannot achieve magni-
fication unless there is some form of imped-
ance in its anode circuit, and, more import-
ant still, that impedance has to have a
greater or less valtio dependent upon the
characteristics of the valve.

Further still, and in general, the greater
the impedance of a valve the greater the
value of the optimum impedance. A pentode
valve is an extremely high impedance valve,
and to get proper magnification the imped-
ance in the anode circuit has to be -very
high before the valve can magnify to any-
thing like its theoretical magnification.

A loud speaker, as such, has an imped-
ance which varies over the frequency range :
at 10,000 cycles it may have an impedance
of 20,000 ohms, at 50 cycles it may have
an impedance of only 1,000 ohms.

At 10,000 cycles, therefore, the pentode
valve has achieved something like its
theoretical magnification. At 50 cycles it
has achieved hardly any magnification at all.

Thus the pentode valve with the loud
speaker connected straight in its anode
circuit magnifies the high notes -but not the
low. And as the high notes as radiated
are very much more feeble than the low
notes, the volume would not appear to
increase in proportion to the theoretical
magnification of the valve if the loud
speaker is connected straight- in the anode
circuit.

I cannot explain, but only recommend
the remedy, which is to design or have
designed a loud -speaker transformer, one
winding of which (the high resistance
winding) goes in the circuit between the
high-tension and anode, the secondary, or
low resistance of which is matched to the
loud -speaker impedance.

e- * a.- -

Tackling Hum.
T. R, (Hastings).--" I am greatly

troubled with a humming noise which I
believe is due to some'clectrical machinery
near me. have tried a number of dodges
in my efforts to cut out this interference,

.but so far have been unsuccessful. Can
you suggest anything;?`

My set is a etector followed by 2
stages of L.F. amplification, and 'I_ am using
an outside aerial."

Remove the aerial from the set. Does
the hum still persist ?

If it does not you are unlikely to be able
to remove it without treating the machinery
(or the man in charge of it !) in some way.

Are you lighting your filaments from the
mains, b-ecause if, the hum is there when
your aerial is removed this may be the
trouble. In which case be sure that your
grid, leads come to the centre of a potentio-
meter connected across the valves.

Are grid leaks too high ? What is quality
like otherwise ? Do you use a moving -coil
loud speaker ? Ts your loud speaker too
near the set and making it pong ? Is your
set vibrating mechanieaay. Have you a
proper earth ?

Answer all these questions and then write
to the B.B.C.
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FROM THE TECHNIC AL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK.

Tested mid

THE FAMOUS " P.W." REJECTOR.
OR'the convenience -of those who cannot

1- ' or do not want to wind their own
coils, Messrs. Ready Radio -are selling

the "P. W. "Brookmans Rejector"
complete.

As they charge only 5s. 9d. for the device
built exactly to specification, it constitutes
a distinctly attractive line.

A " P.W." Brookmans Rejector made by Messrs.
Ready Radio.

For any goOd wave -trap 5s. 9d. would be
a small enough price to pay, but for the
"P.W." " Brookman's Rejector " the figure

. seems almost trivial in comparison with
what the little article will do.

Remember, it not only provides really
effective trapping, but, unlike most similar
articles, it generally adds to the sensitivity
of a set by reducing its aerial load.

We have received samples of the Ready
Radio " P.W." Rejector, and find that they
are in accordance with our original speci-
fication, fund _that they are fight up to
standard in point of efficiency.

- -IMITATION BLUE SPOTS.
The Bri-4-ish Blue Spot Co., Ltd., are

extending a warning to buyers that a
quantity of cheap imported articles are
being passed off on the public as genuine
Blue Spots. British Blue Spot., Ltd., point
out that for their own protection the public
sheuld look- for-- the Blue Spot trade mark
(it appears in their advertisements from

time to time), and- also ensure
.that the goods are -packed in
their standard packing which,
in the case of units and chassis,
is of yellow and two blues.

RADIO BARGAINS.
The latest. list issued by

Electradix Radios, Ltd., em-
bodies an enormous amount of

electrical and radio material priced at very
attractive figures. There are numerous
l lust rations.

NEW FERRANTI RESISTANCES.
Ferranti Ltd. advise us that the fol-

lowing new additions to their range of wire -
wound shunt -feed resistances are now

 available : 500, 650 and 1,250 ohms, with
current -carrying capacities of 60, 60 and 50
milliamps.

The price of these resistances is 2s. 9d.
each, without holders.

As Messrs. Ferranti point out, these
shunt -feed resistances are particularly useful
for obtaining automatic grid bias in A.C.
mains receivers.

It is interesting to note that Ferranti's
guarantee every end sold' t o be within 5 -pe.r
cent of its stated value. Things like that
inspire confidence. The 20,000 -ohm sample
sent to us for test purposes measures out,
with a figure of error Of less than 1 per cent
For practical purposes that is entirely
negligible.

I mustn't forget to add that the resis-
tances are now being built into tubes of
moulded bakelite which are practically fire-
proof.

WHEN MAKING LOUD SPEAKERS.
I recently received.a Tonax tone adaptor.

This appears to me to be a very valuable
little gadget for thOse who make their
own, loud speakers. It costs one shilling,
and it comprises a small chuck that grips
the reed drive, two cone -shaped aluminium
Washers and two coned felt washers for
gripping the diaphragm: Two further
washers of a ficxible nature are provide&
the use of which is optional. 'In cases,
these last washers undoubtedly do improve
results.

HANDBOOK FOR DEALERS.
Philips Lamps, Ltd., are distributine a

handbook to dealers, so that each shall
pOssess a permanent record -of the particu 
lars of Philips radio products. 1 should
imagine- that dealers will find this book of
invaluable assistance to them.

LAMPLUGH DYNAMIC INDUCTOR LOUD
SPEAKER.

One of the most interesting loud -speaker
developments since the inception of the
moving coil is the application of the inductor
principle.

The;mductor is an electro-magnetic move-
ment, but the armature traverses a line

parallel with the pole pieces, and it is
returned tosits mean position by magnetic
pull, and not_ by springs.

There seems to be no reason why you
shoUld not get moving -coil results with such

-

a movement properly constructed. You
have the freedom of travel necessary for
properly balanced bass frequencies, a uni-
formity of sensitivity, and an absence of
inherent reed or armature resonances within
the audio range.

We have recently been testing a Lamplugh
Dynamic Inductor Loud Speaker unit fitted

Manufacturers and traders are invited
to submit radio apparatus -of any kind
for review purposes._ All examinations
and tests are carried out in the." P.W."
Technical Department, with the strictest
of impartiality, under the personal super-
vision of the Technical Editor:

-

We should like to, point out that we
prefer to receive production samples
picked from stock, and that we cannot

-guarantee their -safe return undamaged,
as it is our practice thoroughly to dissect
mueb ,of the gear in the course of our
investigations I

And readers should note that the
subsequent reports appearing on this
page are intended as guides to buyers,
and are therefore framed up in a readily
readable manner free from technicalities
unnecessary for that immediate purpose.

ininitunfinunninniiiiiinniffiniinninninnuninunninni7.

to a proper baffle (very important that) and
must admit that the results were impressive.
It is sufficiently sensitive to operate well
with quite small outfits, and if it is provided
with the proper input, a response definitely
better than a few moving -coil speakers we
have heard is given. -

The bass is dean and full, and if the in-
strument has not quite the brilliance of the
upper register of a first-class mosing-coil
loud speaker, you must not forget its much
lower price- and that it does not necessitate
the use of the mains.

USES AN
INDUCTOR

MOVEMENT

This is the Lamplugh Dynamic Inductor. It
requires only a baffle and cabinet to ferns the

complete loudspeaker.
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(OR -RESPONDENCE.

AN "ALL WAVE" THREE
Letters from readers discussing interesting and topical wireless events or recording unusual experiences
are always welcomed : but it must be clearly understood that the publication of such does in no way
'ndicate that we associate ourselveswith the views expressed by our correspondents, and we cannot fT

accept any responsibility for any information given.-EDITOR,

--4. -4. -4.-0- +a *

AN " AL -WAVE " THREE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS

Dear Sir,-The article, " Next Year's Sets," by
Victor Ring, in a recent issue of " P.W.," proved very
interesting to me; especially the paragraph in which
he deals with the wave -changing of the future.

At present I do not think a " household " set
requires to operate on short waves. Certainly, it
Must operate on the medium add long waves, the
change being effected by switches which should be
operated by one control mounted on the panel:

In my particular case the family require such a
" household " set, easily operated , while at times
I like to explore the short waves. But two separate
sets would be an unneee'ssary, expense, also lack of
space was- another serious consideration. '

My present set is a solution of this problem. It is an
S.G., Del., L.P. set, the circuit diagram for which
I enclose; and this may require a word or two of ex-
planation.

The parts' of the circuit swithin the double lines
represent complete plug-in units, which fit into two
six -phi bases Mounted on the baseboard.

The two units. which serve both L.W. and M.W.
are shown as plugged into the set, and it Will be seen
only a movement of the ganged switches is required
to change to either of these wave -bands.

Below, the two short-wave units are shown.
These take the place of the former units when it is
desired to work on the short waves.

Points of interest are the means by which the
neutralising condenser only is brought into circuit
when the sliort-weve coil No., 2 is inserted. Also,
this latter coil is 16 turns of bare wire, with a tap
for the earth connection, thus any size of grid coil

- between 4 turns 412 turns reaction), and 10 turns
(With 6 turns reaction) can be used, covering a Wave-
band from 18 metres to over 70 metres, a further
advantage of -this system being that only the lower
degrees of the tuning condenser need be used, per-
mitting most efficient working.

Incidentally, in designing this set I have been
greatly helped by information collected from " P.W."
For example, the L.W.-M.W. coil unit No. 2 is a
',Titan " coil fitted with the necessary pins, and
W1L.S.'s, " My Screened -Grid Short -Waver " was
taken- as the basis of the short-wave circuit. -

The only difficult part of 'the construction was the

matching of. the long and medium wave coils, so that
as a ." household." set the twin drum dials may be
rotated as one..

.

I have tried a second " titan " coil in the aerial.
circuit, but only by complete screening could I

-prevent coupling between the circuits, and the screens
prevented coikehanging without some 'difficulty.

A READER'S

, .

occasion. to write you concerning Brookman, rk
Rejector and old type -COssor.-circuit.. V, el
kind enough to offer your assistance with
information, You gave us that assistance. but there
was a difficulty about aperiodic tappings, and we
decided to wait, We have, now bunt your " Contra -
dyne " Three. and I now want to congratulate and
thank yon for such a circuit. It is fine, especially
on the medium waves_ I have already identified
eighteen 'foreign stations ; there are others I can get,

-but as yet I am unable to
,- fbc them. We were not able

SWITCHING SYSTEM grade,
the coibi through Um

my . friend made
them hiniself, and ho has

I trust this will interest otlies.readera of " P.W."
faded; Perhaps, with the same problem.

'Yours faithfully,
Liverpool. G. iftwerr.
1E -n. NOTE.-It is i nteresting to note that Mr.

Hewitt's letter arrived just after the issue of Pcm;LA t:
WIRELESS, containing details of the " Interchange "
Three had gone to press. The latter -set uses a rather
similar schethe, and employs the "
Dual -Range Coil, whit our correspondent has em-
ployed. different wave -change units.)

THE " CONTRADYNE " THREE.
Dear Sir,-Some time age my friend and I lied

A

H.P:C.

SNORT WAVE
Co, avers

17$-2
PA/YE& 4.4Y01{7 -

This shows the ingenious scheme for wave -changing evolved by Mr. Hewitt
and explained in his letter on this page.

/1.7:+1
0

made a beautiful job of thei n .
Foreign stations collie if i

louder than our local sta-
tions in some instances, on
the- medium waves, but I
wish I could get more vol-
ume on the long waves. I
can get six stations, but not
builiciently'lqua enough t, 
be comfortable. Of course.
I realise I am not giving
the voltage you specify. At.
present I have only 100
volts (Exide accumulators).
Both the tappings are on
the H.T. 100. Mullen'
valves, P.M.IA, P.M.1 L.F.,
P.M. 2 .- Power, 4 sejt s.
C4 rid bias 6 and t eynklr'
sidcriug the recent .1.,17,
on the other waves 1
proud .of the perform.
of the set. My family ec
'music from station-,
were never ble to i ....
before, an want I.
how thankf - e arc
and your . all e -I- tb,
privilege we are. , ',,,
lug and greatly al, )

.
 Please accept un l u ,l, -

and best wishes..
Yoursfaithfully,

E. EVERTON.
Birmingham.

THE most interesting short-wave event
of the past week or so is also, in my
opinion, one of the most interesting

for some years. I refer to the fact that on
the -80-metre amateur band, in which
interest has grown so rapidly, the United
States stations have suddenly started
pouring in, every bit as loud as they
usually are on 42 or 20 metres.

Is it Correct?
This is proof that even if the " eleven -

year cycle business is correct (and this is
only admitted at present by the doleful
ones) there will still always be one wave-
length on which DX stations can be heard
and worked. For if 40 and 20 Metres are _

dying down until their minimum is reached
next year, or the year after, 80 metre
should be improving correspondingly.

Looked at in this way, it seems, quite
clear why the first Transatlantic records
were made and broken over and over again in
1923 and 1924 on the ".long " short waves !

In-redponse to several inquiries for full
details of the receiver that I use myself
for " keeping watch," I propose to describe
it in some detail in a future issue of " P.W.,"
with the Editor's permission. It is no longer
of the rapidly -changing variety, as I have
at last found one that really satisfies my
demands, and does not get on my nerves
by means of silly little tricks that I cannot
account for.

* -0- *

SHORT-WAVE
NOTES

By W. L. S. b

T he United States Stations are

4.---

rour:ng in!

It will probably disappoint those enthu
s t" -'readers who have written the on the
tub3 ,simplyn,b,,,cause it is so straight-

ard and conventional, but there may
*I*, a' few novel points in it that I have
overlooked !

I have received an interesting letter from
a New York reader of "-P.W." concerning
short-wave reception on the, other side.
and in which are these points. First,
W 2 X A F is very weak indeed. P C J
is hafdly ever heard at all, and Zeesen is
quite poor.

' With a Bang."
On the other hand, L S X (Buenos Aires)

" come3..through with a bang," and is also
pretty consistent. It looks as if conditions
are all right from north to south and very
poor from east to west.

This reader, " G. L. P.," also gives me
particulars of the " International Short-

Wave Radio League," which, he says,

helped him on a lot when he started on the
subject. If anyone Would like to get in
touch with " C. L. P." on the subject, I

 will forward letters to him.
He is also good enough to give the full

address of the Buenos Aires station, for
which I have already been asked many
times. It is : Transatlantic Radio Corpn.,
San Martin 329, Buenos Aires, Argentina.

And now the "weekly five." Readers
do not seem to have been getting on very
well with reception of the stations. I have
mentioned froin week to week.

Have a Shot at Them!
Let us hope it is- due to bad conditions

and not to an epidemic of bad receivers !
For this week I stiggest :

F T M, Sainte Assise, on 15.5 -metres ;
V L K, Sydney, on 18.37 Metres;
U 0 T H, Vienna, on 27 metres
D H 0, Nauen, on 29.47 metres : and
J I A A, Tokio, Japan, on 38.1. metres.

I have logged four of them myself during
the past month, so there should be nor
difficulty in finding them this time.

In addition to G 2 G N, the Olympic.
G 2 G L, -the Homeric, and G 2 I V and
G F W V on the . Majestic, working tele-
phony to the shore, we now have the
Bremen (call D D D X) and the Hamburg,
both doing the :same thing at irregular
hours. All the 'boats work between
22 and 26 metres.
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NOTES FROM THE NORTH
The opening of the North Regional station will revolutionise radio reception
in the North of England. A review of 1930 and a prospect of the important

developments of 1931 is given here.

IT is a safe prophecy to say that 1931-
will be a record year for broadcasting
in the North of England.- As I write,

the stage is set for the biggest- event since
radio first came to the North, and only
some slight delay behind the scenes pre-'
vented the curtain being rung up before
1930 was out.

Trade Boom Expected.
Widespread public interest and curiosity

has been aroused by the preliminary news
and rumours about the North Regional
station at Moorside Edge, and, those who
are aware of what is going to happen are
eagerly waiting to see exactly how the new
station will affect radio reception in North-
ern England and the North 1VIidla:nds.

One result of this is a severe slump.in the
wireless trade. One of the biggest . whole-
salers of wireless apparattis in the North
tells me that tradeds dead " because the
public is afraid to buy.

" But," he adds, as  soon as the -new
station has, heen testing long enough; for
us to prove that modern sets can provide

'the requisite selectiVity, there will be a_ rush
months'

trade
buy. I am preparing for a three

trade boom." .

There are, however, an astonishing
number- of people wlIb are innocently
up' ware of the sweeping revolution which
the B.B.C. is to bring about bythe opening
Of the North Regional station.

Unaware of New Station.
Visiting A. village_ in one of the Yorkshire

dalesrecently, I fell into conversation with
the Vicar, who proved to be a keen radio
" fan." He told ,.me that in -..his.. dale
Daventry- National was' the only British
station that -could be received ,satisfactorily
on a three -valve set.

A number of, foreigners came in quite
well; he said, and he asked me if I could
advise any -alterations so that he could get
better reception of British stations.

When I suggested that he should wait
until the new station, at Moorside Edge was
in full action he expressed surprise.
-" What ! " he said, " are they opening a
new station in the North ? "

Giving the parson the credit of being the
best -informed person in the village, I
assume that this village will be taken
entirely by surprise by, Moorside Edge.

Better Programmes.
The surprise will be intense, for -I myself

verified the Vicar's report on local reception
conditions, and after these poor conditions
the change to powerful reception from a
local station will be staggering.

This applies to the greater part of the
North of England, for,the. areas served by
the present low-poiver transmitters are re-
stricted to a' few miles round each, .and
Most of the North haS had to rely on 5 X X.

The revolution in the method of trans -
'Mission will be accompanied by an equally
important revolution in, progIammes, for
which the B.B.C. has been steadily pre-
paring during. 1930.

The system under -which the -northern
transmitters haVe sometimes;' relayed' the
National programme and aOmetimes broad-
cast local items has been far froni satis-
-factory, for the programmes are often ill-
halanced, taking a week as a whole, and

' *hen a local item is given it inevitably
arouses the fury of the people who happen
to be partieularly attached to the National
item it has replaced.

From Moorside Edge the National pro-
gramme will be broadcast in entirety on 301
metres wave -length. SinniltaneouslY the
second transmitter, on 479 metres, Will -give
what will be known as the North Regional
programine.
Northern Talent. '

Sometimes the Midland Regional and
London Regional programmes , be re-

- layed on this Wave -length, but the. B.B.O.
has given its assurance that the major part
Of the programme will be of northern origin.

"ALL TELEPHONES, PLEASE!"

The use radio on long-distance trains is becoming more and more
common, particularly on the.. continent. The usual scheme is to hire
'phones from the steward on the train, here seen on his " round "

of the carriages.

On this wave -length Moorside Edge will
be literally the voice 'of the North. From
the B.B.C. studios at. Manchester, Leeds, .

and Newcastle, and by means of outside
broadcasts from all over the North of
England, the talent of the North and its
manifold activities and interests will be
brought " on the air." -

During 1930 the North Regional staff
of the B.B.C. have been steadily preparing
for this. fulfilment of their, dreams, and the,
quantity ,of -North country material broad-
caA by the Mancheater and' Leeds trans-
mitters has been gradually increased; tha
idea being apparently to try it out on the
dog.

For the dogthe radio listeners of those
two great industrial cities-this was occa
sionally unfortunate, but generally speaking
the7North Regional. programmes have now
been completely rescued from- the morass
of mediocrity in which they wallowed. '

4. Vast improvements. were,made in 1930 on
the drarnatic side. There is now a com-
petent - company of radio play -actors at
the North Regional headquarters at Man-
chester, and iii Mr: -Victor Smythe the
North ,Region. has a producer who works
like a Trojan.

Improved Revues.
The acting in North Regional plays ha,s

not yet attained quite that effortless sin-
cerity, and the production has not been so
entirely smooth -running as in the best of
Savoy Hill's efforts, during 1930, but very
rapid improvement is going on, and in the
presentation of a more homely type of
drama than - SaVoy Hill provides Man-
chester can certainly give points to London.

. Towards the end of 1930 radio revues
produced in the North showed a marked
improvement, particularly in the slickness
of presentation. Northern vaudeville, on
the other hand, has been disappointing, and
needs energetically working up to the
National progranime standard.

Outside broadcasting in the Northern
Region has been most enter-
prising, and I understand that
_plans have been made on an
extensive scale for puttiria
"outside" events of all kinds
on the ether this year.

The Orchestra.
One of the happiest features

of Northern broadcasting ha.s
been the delightful " miere-
phone manner " which has
been developed by the North
Aeoional announcers.

Under Mr. T. Morrison
the work of the Northern
\\Tireless Orchestra, and the
musical side of the Northern
programmes generally from
the. Hallo Orohestra- to the
brass bands for ...which -the
north . is world-famous, has
maintained a high standard,
and the most consistently
satisfactory feature of the
year's broadcasting in the
North has been the work of
the Northern Wireless Orclies'=
tra. For that reason the
threat of dissolution which
hangs over its head is especi+-
ally deplorable.

The Regional news bulletin
is the worst feature of North-

ern programmes. The triviality and in-
efficiency of the B.B.C.'s local news service
in the North is astonishing.

The North Regional staff is as keen as
mustard, and reminds me of the early days
of the B.B.C., when everybody was -a
pioneer, an enthusiast.

A great responsibility -rests this year on
the North Regional director, Mr. E. G. D.
Liveing.- To him, to his assistant, Mr. J.
Clark, and to -all who, in addition to those
mentioned above, help to run Northern
progranames, I send the wish that their
programmes may improve in 1931 as much
as they did in1930. If they do, we shan't
have much to grumble about ne#year.
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THE VERY
LATEST
TRANSFORMER

Type AF 8
Ratio 1:3'5

-and a FERRANTI at that!
This new AF 8 Transformer has a performance which is
better than that of any other in the same price class, and
is as good as many higher priced models.

It employs the FERRANTI patent air-3paced sectionalised windings,
which are known the world over, and no nickel -iron is used in its
construction.
Used in thousands by manufacturers of high-grade Radio Receivers.

FE Ti
FERRANTI LTD. Head Office & Works : HOLLINWOOD, LANCASHIRE. London : BUSH HOUSE, ALDWYCH, W.0.2,
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T FANCY that it, is incorrect to speak of
1 modern crystal sets in the sense that

the sets themselves are modern. More
truly .the interpretation of the title of this
article should be crystal sets that are used
in modern times.

There has been little or no progress at all
in the design of crystal detector receivers
during the past twenty. years. There has
been, as with all things radio, a certain
amount of improvement effected. For
examples of these I would refer you to the
structure of the detector itself-once a
very shaky affair and now a moderately.
robust and reliable device. And, of course,
" P.W." has played its part in the develop-

? ment of circuit twists, that add quite a bit
k to the general effectiveness of crystal outfits..

The "P.W." " Readocrys " is a notable in-
stance of this.

Fundamentally Unchanged..

However, despite -all the foregoing, it is
an undeniable fact that the crystal set of
to -day is fundamentally similar to those of
pre-war days. Compared with the terrific
strides taken by valve apparatus the poor
crystal looks as though it has been stuck
right in the mud for ages.

At a point somewhere near the beginning
of another year, it seems fitting that we
should review the situation if only for the
sake of those readers-a minority, perhaps,
but a very enthusiastic minority-who still
cling to the crystal as their only means of
reception.

At one time valve users were the smaller
section of the home -constructing public,
but there is little doubt but that they now
constitute some 90 per cent, or even more,
of those that hopefully scrape the night
ether.

Will the Valve Survive?
The reason for this is almost too obvious

to mention. Valve apparatus offers un-
limited scope for experiment, and it never
stands still-there are always new avenues
opening up, although here, too, progress is
slowing down, but not to a standstill, I
think. I confidently predict that the valve
set of ten years hence will be a very different
thing from, those employed in this year of
grace.

indeed, I am not too sure whether the
valve, as we know it, will survive. It has
always been my impression' as " P.W."
readers know well, that one day even the
thermionic valve will meet a formidable

-1
G. V. DOWDING, Assoc.I.E.E.

Advances 'some observations that

/ will interest and hearten crystal
enthusiasts and advises inveterate
loud -speaker listeners to try tele-
phone receivers as a fascinating

experience.

rival in some electro-magnetic or electro-
chemical principle. Maybe a young man
reading these very words is destined to be
the instigator of some such radio revolution.

It is a fascinating prospect to linger over
in one's imagination. Conceive of the fame
and fortune awaiting the man who comes
along with a little sealed bottle. containing
three electrodes and, let us say, a radio-
active fluid, that would cost about four-

pence to make and which would displace

800,000 VOLTS !

A bank of condensers built by Ferranti for use on
800,000 volts-just a few times greater than the
pressure the condensers they make for your set

have to stand 1

any valve in any set, even one of those
expensive mains valves. Think of the shock
to ,the present generation of radio enthusi-
asts if all that could be done without resort-
ing to any additional source of energy such
as our present H.T. and L.T. supplies.

That Shut -In Feeling.
To return to ,the present hard facts, other

factors that contribute to the decreasing
popularity of the crystal set are the cheapen-
ing of valve apparatus and its much more
social loud speaker., in place of telephone
receivers. Personally, I regret the waning
use of 'phones. In my opinion, 'phones make
for good listening. You see, when two ear-
pieces are clamped over your ears ex-
traneous noises, such as are always present
in the house and
vicinity 'are to a great extent reduced.
Good modern 'phones are light enough and
quite comfortable to use-they don't make
your head ache like those old heavy ones.

And you are able more easily to concen-
trate on what is coming to you via the radio.
Someone enters the room, and the mere fact
that you are wearing headphones tends to
short-circuit their casual conversation.  The
illusions of a radio drama and other 'such
broadcasts are generally more 'complete,
too, in such circumstances, for you have the
feeling that you are shut in with the radio,
and not listening to  it from a distance as
with a loud speaker.

The Chummy Crystal.
There= are many readers who have old

crystal sets tucked away' Which they have
not used perhaps for three or four years.
I would advise them to get the sets down,
dust them, and take a few broadcasts from
the local via a crystal detector fora change.
They will discover it is interesting !

There are no doubt thousands of you
owning valve sets who listen on' the short
waves and even to distant medium wave
broadcasters with 'phones, and I expect
you will endorse my next observation. This
is that the apparent closeness Of contact
that 'phones enable you to gain adds vastly
to the interest of listening to those distant
stations. and makes them more "personal,"
as it were, than when you " tune in direct
on the loud speaker." -

And taking everything into considera-
tion, ,there. is a great deal to be said for the
Crystal set as a "chummy " companion
to solitary listeners. And when I say

(Continued on page 936.)
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CASH PRIZE
MUST BE

Wonderful DOUBLE
Wireless Ballot open to all
readers of "PopularWireless

COMPLETE WITH
VALVES

The finest value in the radio world -

to -day. A powerful and selective
2 -valve set complete with valves for
only 50/-. Gives you excellent volume
and quality from Home and Conti-
nental Stations. Thousands of testi-
monials have been received in praise
of the Double Two. As soon as you
hear it you will be amazed at the
wonderful volume, selectivity and
quality. Until you have a Double
Two of your own you do not know
what a good two -valve set can do.

WO N

Send coupon now for particulars of this amazing
offer. The Double Two Competition is open
to all. There are no difficult conditions. It
need take you only a few minutes to arrive at
the solution which will bring you a cheque for
Y,10,000. Do not let this wonderful oppor-
tunity pass. There is no reason why YOU
should not be the lucky winner of a fortune.
Post coupon at once.

Post (d. stamp on an unsealed envelope will do) to :-

HUSTLER SIMPSON & WEBB, LIMITED,
Competition Department,

1, Newton Street, Holborn, London, W.C.1.
Dear Sirs;-Please send me by return full details of the Double
Two £10,000 wiyeless ballot and fully illustrated folder describing
the Double Two 2 -valve wireless set.

P.W.b.1
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All Editorial communications should be addressed to the Editor,
'POPULAR WIRELESS; Tallis House, Tallis 'Street, - London, E.C.4.

The Editor will be .pleased to consider articles and photographs dealing wil h all siihjects appertaining to wirelesswork. The Editor cannot accept responsibility for manuscripts' or photos. Every care will be taken to return
-MSS. not accepted :for publication. A stamped and addressed envelope must he' sent with -every article. slitinquiries concerning' fideartising rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John. H. Lile,
"4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.

The constructional articles-which appear from time to time in this journal, are the outcome of researchand experithental worn carriedout :within view' to improving the technique. of wireless reception. As much of
the infomotion given_ id- the columns of, this; paper concerns the most recent developments in the radio 'world,
some of the arrangements 'and spe,cialitjes described may be the subject of Letters Patent, and the amateur
vat the trader woulcrbe, well advised to obtaYn permission of the patentees to use the patents before doing so.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

WAS IT THE CONDENSER ?
L. _T. S. (Sittingbourne, Kent).--" For a

long time I had been getting excellent results
with an ordinary transformer -coupled' last
stage. Recently I thought I would try to
" auto -choke." the transformer, and with this in

view, I bought a fixed resistance and con-
denser, connecting up according to the makers'
instructions (enclosed).

At first I was charmed with this arrange-
ment, for it certainly did seem to give even
better results than formerly. But now I have
had a trouble which I cannot make out, and_

which bids fair to ruin my valve..
" What happened was that suddenly and with

ahuost no warning, the whole thing gave
distortion, nothing that I could do making
the slightest difference to it.

" But what alarmed me was that I noticed
that themilliamme ter in the plate circuit of the

last valve immediately' went up. So all I
could do was to switch off and hope that the
valve had not been hurt.

" All connections are sound and perfect, and
there is. no, such simple fault as=a broken grid -

-..1111111111111111111i11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111Illi

HOW IS .THE SET
GOING_ NOW ?

E Perhaps some mysterious noise has appeared
= and is spoiling ydur radio reception ?-0r

one Of the batterscenis to -run dfiwn much
Iastpr than Mpriell34?-Or you want a Blue
Print ?
Whatever your . radio problem may be,

F.: remember that: the, TechnicniMuery Depart -
E ment is thoroughly equipped Tto assist our

readers, and offers an unrivalled service.
r-7.- Full details,.including scale of:charges, can
E.' be obtainer,. direct the Technical Query

Dept.,--:Poiiiiiieu WinETIESSI The Fleetway
 House, Farringdon Street, London,
:=1 A rested will. do. On receipt 'of this an
 Application -Form will be -sent to -yen free

and post free immediately. This atninefition
will plate you under no obligation, whatever,

E but, haying the form, sou will know'exactly
E what iiifOrmatiou iVe ;require to 'lave before
= us in order to solve your problems.

LONDON READERS PLEASE NOTE:
Inquiries, shoiild POT. be'made by 'phone or

E in person at Fleetway House or Tallis House.
FAIIIIIII11111111W1111119111111111191111111111111111111111111111111111k

bias lead.pr bad contact in this part of the
set. I am absolutely at a loss to know how
such a faUlt Could occiir."

Everything, Points to 'a dud coupling Condenser.
Should the insulation of this not be perfectly satis-
factory, the grid of}'our power valve will he affected
by'the preceding valves' high-tension.

Obviously this can take place by the KT. causing
current flow through the"L.F, transforMer, and de-
creasing the effective bias of yOur G.B. battery. With

"getting through" like this the power
(Continued on page 928.)

CORROBORATIVE EVIDENCE

TELSEN H.F. CHOKES. Designed to
cover the whole wave -band range from
18 to 4,000 metres. Extremely low self -
capacity, shrouded in Genuine Bakelite.
Inductance 150,000 mierohenries. Resist.aece 400 ohms, Price 216 each.

TELSEN FIXED (MICA) CONDEN-
SERS. Shrouded in Genuine Bakelite, made
in capacities tip to 002 mid. Pro. Pat. No.20287/30. .0003 supplied complete withpatent Grid. Leak Clips to facilitate 'series ,or
parallel Connection. Can be' mounted uprightor cat. Teated'on 500 volts. Price each.

of the superiority of Telsen Components
is to be found in the fact that, apart
from their continual inclusion in the most
popular sets of the day, they are being
bought by wireless enthusiasts in ever
increasing quantities.
Components may look alike, but there IS a
difference-a very big difference-in Telsen !
MANY FEATURES OF TELSEN COM-
PONENTS ARE PATENTED, hence the
remarkable improvement in performance
when they are incorporated. TELSEN FOUR -PIN VALVE

HOLDERS. Price 11- each.

TELSEN VALVE HOLDERS.
Pro. Pat. No. 20286/30. Au entirely
new design in Valve Holders, em-
bodying patent metal spring contacts.
which are designed to provide theTELSEN GRID LEAKS. Absolutely silent and non.microphonie, practically 11:11- most efficient contact with the valvebreakable, cannot be burnt out and are unaffected by atmospheric' changes. Not legs, whether split or lion -Split.being -wire wound, there are no capacity effects. Made in capacities of 1. ii. I. 2, Low capacity, self -locating, supplied3, 4 and 5 megohms. Price 1/ -"each. with patent soldering tags and
hexagon terminal nuts.

ILSE
liAJ174 I 41 k 11

Met. of Telsen Electrio Co., Ltd., Birmingham.

TELSEN FIVE -PIN VALVEHOLDERS. Price 1/3 each.
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Test Voltages or
Working Voltages?
sOME condensers are marked in a mis-

' leadng manner. They indicate test volt-
ageS., which are obvio..Isly so much higher
than actual working voltages, you may believe
you are buying more efficient and better
insulated condensers. This is not necessarily
the Case. The old idea that the continuous
working voltage of a condenser was half its
stated test voltage cannot now be relied
upon, for Condensers of similar capacity and
size have been sold stamped with varying
test voltages, but with no indication of the
working voltage. Do not take risks, there-
fore. See that the condensers you buy are
definitely marked with their maximum work=
ing voltage. You will always find this on

TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD. N. ACTON, W,3

V7433

FOR BETTER
and TROUBLE-

FREE RADIO.
make your set all-

mains at little cost.

CASH PRICE

OR 10/- DEPOSIT
& BALANCE IN EASY
1..........40NTHLY PAYMENTS

SURELY the aim of every wireless
listener is to attain perfection in Radio
with the minimum amount of trouble and
expense.
Model A.C.188 was first in the " Wire-
less World " Competition at Olympia, and
is suitable for any set, Standard or Port-
able, and can be attached to either without
the slightest alteration or replacement of
valves,
Clarke's "ATLAS " Model A.C.188 is
fitted with two variable tappings of 0 100
and 0/120 Volts and one fixed of 150
Volts. The output 150 Volts at 25 m A
is twice that of any other Unit at the price,
and the L.T. Trickle Charger cate
2, 4, or 6 Volt Accumulators. Asir,
dealer for Folder No. 55, or write .irect
to the sole makers :

H. CLARKE & CO. (M/CR) LTD., OLD TRAFFORD,
MANCHESTER.

London Office : 60, Chandos St., Strand, W.C.2.

Glasgow Office : 93, Hope Street.

ALL MAINS UNIT
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RADIOTORIAL trfpfl_oLtthe terminals on the unit should be marked
(o perhaps and the final terminal is

QUESTIONS 'AND ANSWERS --usually either marked -T. or 'A standing for plate or
anode.

(Continued from page 926.) - - This lead usually goes to an H.F. choke if in a
- detector reaction circuit, or direct to the plate, if in

the circuit of the valve.

valve's emission would certainly go up as you describe,
with possibly undesirable results to the valve's health.

You should certainly have that condenser out.
and test it with a milliammeter in series with an anode
resistance. It should,- of course, show` only
momentary kick'when H.T. is switched on but if it
chows a steady reading you can be sure it is a dud one,.

NOT A RUSSIAN.
P. M. (Warwick).-" I have heard it -several

Ames on Sundays and think it is a RuSsian
station. During the service they sent -out
last Sunday evening there  was a male Voice
:Moir. Was it a Russian ?-" -

It could not have been a Russian station, if you
heard it sending out a religious service, as the Russian
stations do not broadcast any at all. of this

_ ,

-nature.

FITTING AN R.0:''STAGE.
S. G. T. (Huntingdon).-" With the H.F.

unit in front of the detector and the two
transformer stages, results are a bit too ,strong,
and I would rather go out for purity.

" It is certainly very clear ,on.everything
but the loudest notes, but I think I aiir_t over -
_loading a little and should like, to use the
transformer in another set if I could -put a
resistance in its place. 1: would like`to use
the R.C. unit I have on -hand-,Init ani ndt

TUNING ,A SHORT WAVER.
S. W. ifNr. NorwiCh).-" What are the chief

points .to watch for when handling a short -
waver for the first time ? "

: ,:
With a .Short-wave- set you require good slow-

motion dial and Witliinost novices the tendency is
usually -to tfirm them much too fast. It should be
remembered -that short-wave tuning is phenomenally
sharp and it must be undertaken carefully., __.

The tuning dial must be rotated very very Royly,
or otherwise t he Short-wave carriers will fail to appear.
It is so easy to -miss a transmission that short -Wave
enthusiasts nearly always wear 'phones, instead of
using the' loud speaker when tuning, just to- make
'sure that nothing is overlooked.

At the faintest sign of a chirp or whistle tuning'
should be very carefully adjusted and reaction
slackened off a so that -the set is not quite
Oscillating. Often When condenser -controlled re-
action is empleyed a slight variation, of the readifm
condemer will alter tuning enough tosmake-a station

._ disappear I.
Therefore, both hand.; should be used, one for

tuning control and one for reaction, and these two
must be working- together in perfect harmony. The
tuning dial must follow up and down the carrier
whistle which you are investigating, while the
reaction is varied to the necessary degree, -.

Go -ordination between the two dials must be close
if the various signals received are to be, fully- appre-
ciated.. Once you have got the hang of 'Mb thing,
you will -find that sliprt-wave tuning is really quite

simple, and far more exciting than operating an
ordinary set.

NEW _BLUE PRINTS.
T.S. E. (Soutlfanipton).-:Ily b rother-in- law

swore that it was a " P.W." Blue Print, all
right, but it wasn't shown on the list you
sent me in December. Are- there other new
ones, as well as this:` Sharp -Tune " ? IfLso,
what ? "

Several additions have been made to the lists sent
out last year, and all the following are now obtainable.

" P. W." BLUE PRINTS.
No. 57.-The " Sharp Tune " Two. 'A really simple

all -wave set with a special selectivity control.
-Ordinary plitg-in coils, wave range 20,2,000 metres.

No. 5S. The "Easy Change " Three. An efficient
receiver using' phig-in coils in a special wave -change
circuit.

No. 59.-The " Three -Coil " Three. Tins is a high
--efficieMy selective receiver,._with an S.G. H.F. stage,

Which -requires -Andy gain ordinary-phig-in coils.
Maki -Power "7,Nour. Powerful and

selective limg,range. 'recePtion, with - wive -change
switching and plug-in coils.

" M.W." BLUE PRINTS.
No, 10.-A D,C, H.T. Unit. -A simple but highly-

. efficient' unit, for D.C. mains, with a special
voltage measurement scheme.

No. 11.-The " Change -Range " One. A very
efficient little single -valve set, giving all the advan-
tages of wave -changing switching.

12.The " Separator " Two. A simple little
detee,tor and one L,.F., with a wave -change rejector
for dealing;witb " Regional" conditions.

No. 13.-The, "Inter -Star " Three. A sensitive
long-rann receiver of -exceptionally high selectivity.

_ _

quite suribabout tile coaneetionS; _ .

The alteration is a very simple one, All you have
to do is carefully to disconnect the grid and grid -bias
leads from the secondary of the transformerand time
other two leads from the priiriary,-all _the batteries,
of course, being disconnected from the sot as usual
when alterations to the,wirifig.are being made.

With the L.P. transfOrMerafited.out of the -,way,

i7 - 66 P.M.'l PANELS. No, a,----'5WITC1i1ES.
Before 'mounting a switch it is a good plan to examine it carefully to make sure that the springs

=
7 Eare sufficiently strong. Fi

= * *
The ordinary on -off switch has many useful, applications ; wired across a loud speaker it will cut it

,,,,,_ out, of series witX-othiir speakers, or wired across a long -wave coil it will cut this out of circuit.
all you have to do is to place illint.Czun't m position

1--this ben ,marked for the four leads:1__4,. Usually there SpecIal insulates should be used for bringing " mains_. "sets, units, etc., in or out of action, ..- '

is a " G, -'-smirk, _which means the grid lead, and ._ -_-_:___. -

" C " or ' a B " which signifies grtd-blas.- -

It now costs only 12'i 12s. 6d. to
electrify your portable - any
portable-for D.C. Mains, with the
new Regentone Combined Unit,
Model II.
For A.C. Mains the new Regentone
Combined Unit Model W.5.A. costs
culy £4 : 15s., or Model
(H.T. only), costing £3 : 7s. :-6d:
These new Regentone Mains Units
fit inside any portable-they Are
suitable for all standard 2-, 3-, or
4-vaIve receivers. _
Write for FREE Art booklet, with colour

itsupplement, " Cheaper Eleitric Radio by
Regentone" - let us prove to you ' how
much cheaper and`more reliable is Regen

tone Electric Radio.
REGENTONE LIMITED, Regen-
tone House, 21 Bartlett's Buildings,
Holborn Circus, Lorrdon, E,C.4.
Telephon4 Central 8745 (5 lilies).

Free State -Distributors: Kelly & Shed
I 1,1 , 47, fleet Street, Dublin.
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PRECISION

CONDENSERS
for low loss design
J.B. have concentrated for
years on the manufacture
of their Precision Conden-
sers and Dials. The
excellence of these products
to -day justifies this special-
isation.
No one could glance at a J.B.
Condenser without being struck
by it; beauty of finish and its
workmanlike appearance.
Closer inspection shows all the
accuracy, careful thought and
attention to detail that have
gone to make it what it is.

_ There is a J.B. Precision Con-
denser for every purpose.
Illustrated here is the J.B. Uni-
versal Log Condenser, famous
for rigidity and low loss
construction.

J.B. UNIVERSAL
LOG

CONDENSER.
Centre Spindle
Adjustable for

Ganging.
PRICES :

.0005 9,6
0003 9:-
00025 £V9
00015 8,9

PRECISION INSTRUMENTS

Advertisement of Jackson Bros., 72 St. Thomas' Street, London,
Telephone: Hop 1837.

Have you got
your copy of
"The All -Metal

Way?"
'THIS booklet gives complete instructions for
1 building high- and low-tension eliminators ;

and there are chapters on Alternating Current
and Rectification, Types of Electricity Supply,

" High -Tension Trickle Charging, Low -Tension
Trickle Charging, Moving -Coil Loud Speakers,
General Principles and Methods of Rectification,
Smoothing, Transformers for Eliminators,
Voltage Doubler Circuit, Voltage Dropping.
Types of Rectifiers. etc.

If you are building an all -mains set, send for
this forty -page booklet-the coupon, together
with 3d. in stamps will bring it to you by return
of post. Or if you intend buying an all -mains
receiver, make sure that it incorporates the

WESTINGHOUSE

The Westinghouse
Brake & Saxby
Signal Co. Ltd., 82,
York Rd., King's
Cross, N.1,
Please send me QOM
40-paR, booklet," The
All Metal IV ey,1 931

enclose 3d. in stamp:.

METAL RECTIFIER
THE WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SAXBY n.
SIGNAL CO. LTD., 82, York Rd., King's Cross, N.1.

Telephone: North 2 415

so

Don't Argue! Make
Sure of Your Facts

by Reading

THIS and
THAT

Every Thursday, 2d.

GIVE YOUR VALVES A FAIR CHANCE
For all modern valves and in particu-
lar for Screen Grid Valves, valve
holders with high insulation between
sockets aro essential. Use this Wit.
Valvelsotder and ensure ideal valve -
operation. It takes either 4- or 5 -pin
valves. Special spring contacts grip
the valve -pins firmly. Screw terminal;
make soklaing optional. It's wise to its:
W.B.-the valveholder with a reputation.

Price 1/ -
Made by the Makers of the famous W.B.
Permagnet Magnet Moving Coil Loud-

speakers,Cone Speakers and Switches.

BRITAINS LEADING SET -MAKERS USE

VALVEMOLDERS
Whiteley Electrical Radio Co., Ltd. Radio
Works, Nottiitgham Road, Mansfield,, Notts,



can make
this test in your

own home

OHMITE
Anode
Resistances.
104) ohms to
500,000 ohms,

h

MEGITE
Grid Leak.
All 'values, 1
megohm to
5 megohms.

2/.. each
an Monte or Megite in

seri th a NEW H.T. battery ,and
a pair of headphones, then observe
the absolute silent functioning of the
Resistance due to lack of molecular
displacement, a feature of Ohmite
and Megite Resistances.
Compare with any other resistance
obtainable at the price and you will
immediately endorse our claim that
every Graham Farish component is
the finest value for many obtainable.
Graham Farish components carry a
written guarantee of accuracy.

GRAMAM FARISH
LIMITED - BROMLEY KENT

- RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND -ANSWERS

(Cantinued from page 928.)

Will -cope with the most arduous Regional conditien
incorporates one S.G. H.F. stage, with the famous
" Star Turn " tuning arrangement for ordinary
wave -lengths, and interwove Coupling for long waves.

No. 14.-The " Multi -Wave " Three. An all -wave
receiver, giving -excellent results oh short, medium,
and long waves.

No. " Drain -Control " Four. A high -
efficiency four -valuer with wave -change switching for
plug-in coils - ,

No. 14.-The " Filter Tune " Five. A simple but
pc,werful and efficient long-rongo receiver. Normally

Popular Wireless, January :44th, 1931.

what I had, -always intended, and that is
fit in an output filter circuit. What exactly
will be the connections and extra components
required ? (The set, is the This Year's
" Magic " Three.')"

The additional wiring is very simple. You will
need one good- low -frequency choke wills an inductive
valise of about 20 henries, one large fixed condenser
of 2 or 4 mfds., and two terminals marked Loud
Speaker for the new output.

The fixed condenser must be of really good quality
and if you are using mains H.T. it should he -one that
has been tested at At --mach higher working voltage
than that of your mains. In use it will have con-
stantly to stand the WI voltage of your Mains and
consequently any leakage here would be fatal to yciir
scheme.

To wire up, examine the
inside of your set and you
will find that the plate socket
of the last valve holder is
connected- to one of your
loud - speaker terminals. The
H.T.+ of the battery is con-
nected_ to the other loud-
speaker terminal, and yen must
disconnect- your -external loud
_speaker leads from these two
terminals altogether.

In place of them wire up the
low -frequency choke across this
part of the circuit. The large
condenser must be placed at
some convenient spot close to
the choke, and from one of its
terminals a lead must be taken
to that side of the choke which is
now connected to the plate of
the valve holder.

The other side of this fixed
condenser goes to one of your
new " Loud -Speaker " terminals,
and the other new " Loud-
speaker:' terminal goes to the
L.T.-, H.T.-, earth, or other
convenient' point which is con -
elected to earth.

This completes the alteration,
but do not forget that after
your loud speaker has been
connected to the new terminals
the loud -speaker adjustment (if
any) may need alteration .for
sensitivity, as the plate current
of the valve does not now pass
through the, windings.

POPULAR "WIRELETS" No.28
A DET. L.P. WITH R.C. COUPLING.

e

DCA,. ReACT conola 1,

000/ MAO.. *---).

.....t.
Nr, r At

REACT- CO/1 . I.,
: --, 4 ,.:i/

r

mcia
,000shsa, j2 ,

1.-11."."')
'4 I 10 lik I
0Ck_ I.

X
CO/L

Y/4zSr

; s

MT.0-

The dotted tines above show the connections for a straightforward
Detector and L.F. amplifier, using differential reaction and resistance -

coupling. (No special selectivity devise is included, so the
set is not suitable for use near a Rekional station.)

employs only, two tuned circuits. 'For high selectivity
an extra tuned filter circuit may, be brought in by the
simple movement of switching.

-A. CRYSTAL ,SET FOR REGIONAL
CONDITIONS.

J.N. (Watford), -c-` I always thought a
crystal set 'could not cut out one twin and
get the other till I heard, your Crystachoke '
at the scoutmaster's.

" Now I shou/dlike to try it here if you will
give me connections (in words) and the details
of making the coil."

The correct making of the coil is the main part of
the set. The " former " is a piece of 3 -in. diameter
tubing, 3 or 3,4 in. long, and on this you must wind
55 turns of No. 24 double -cotton -covered wire (or 50
of No. 24 double silk) in a single, close layer.

Start at the bottom and make tapping points for
the aerial clip (twisted loops, later scraped bare, will
do) at the 15t11, -20th, 25th and 30th turns as you go.

In the lower end of the tube fit a wooden cross -piece
in the usual way for purposes of mounting on the
baseboard. Fix the cross -piece with small screws,
passing through holes in the wall of the tube into its
ends, and pass a larger screw down through it into
the baseboard of the set.

The connections of- the other Parts are as given
below : Aerial terminal to a flex lead and _clip which
is tried on the coil tappings, 10 to 30.

" Earth " terminal is joined to the end- of the coil
nearest to the 10 tapping, to one end (it doesn't
matter which) of, the II.F. choke, to the moving vanes
of the variable 'condenser, and to 'phones.

The remaining '"phone terminal goes to one
crystal terminal, the other side of the detector being
joined to the fixed vanes of the variable condeuer,
to one side of the -001 compression condenser, and to
the -free end of the H.F. choke.

The final connection is frpin the ";p0 " end of the
' coil to the remaining side of the '001 condenser.

Set the .001 at its maximum, tune -on the other
condenser, and -note results. Then redtice the .001 a
little,. re -tune, -and again note resultS, continuing in
this way until you find the best position. -

A final word-don't forget to try the aerial lead
clip on different taps, 're -.tuning each time, to see
which is best for your OWL1 conditiOns.

FITTING A FILTER CIRCUIT.
T. B. (Eastbourne).-" Now that, I have

two loud speakers going I am forced to do

AT HOME
WITH RADIO STARS.

(Continued from page 907.)

Tye only to look at the advance lists of my
forthcoming broadcasts -to be assured of that.

" Each of those broadcasts means the
provision of some new ` funny stuff ' ; and
it is essential that it should be new. It must
be the Tommy Handley type of funny stuff,'
for if it is at all different, or after the style
of some other broadcaster, then listeners
say, Ah ! Tommy's run dry of ideas. He's
been listening in to Stainless Stephen and
has pinched his style.' And, honest truth, I
never do listen in to other people to pinch
their ideas.'

" Often at the flat here I put on one or
two of my own records, and stand that
torture because I find that some old joke -

of mine, which I myself may have forgotten,
sometimes suggests a new idea-perhaps
a whole crop of new ideas.

" Just before I left for the B.B.C. to -day
I was putting on some of my records.
That is why the place looks like the ` Dis-
Orderly Room.' And you can bete your
best high-tension that Mrs. Handley, who,
by the way, is known perhaps_ better as.

Jean .Allistone ' to..listeners, -is down at
Egham, for she wouldn't have the place
looking like this ! "

" But," I said, " I suppose it often did, in
your bachelor days ? "
" Good ler', ye '' said Tommy, and
then stopped.: "Oh, no it didn't. You
don't wring. any confessions out of me !"

But, somehow, I think I have !
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H.M.V. TACKLES TELEVISION.
(Continued from page '906.)

The output from each photo -electric cell
is amplified by the valves in the sections
shown in Fig. 2, and the signals from these
are further amplified. Fig. 3 shows a
closer view of the photo cell and amplifier
section.

Fig. 4 gives a general idea of the receiving
end. Here the signals are again amplified
by specially designed amplifiers, and it is
claimed that an amplification of nearly a
million is obtained.

As the intensity of the transmitted sig-
nals will vary according to whether they are
generated by light spots that are bright or
dark parts of the picture, the light from
the arc lamp, therefore, must be modulated
in sympathy. This is done by a specially
developed form of Kerr cell, a light -valve
capable of operating at high frequencies
and of handling a considerable amount
of light.

No Rash Promises.
These special cells, as you will see in

Fig. 4, are situated between the arc lamp
and the revolving drum. This latter- has on
it highly polished mirrors which correspond
exactly both in speed of revolution and rela-
tive position with the transmitting lenses.

The synchronising is very simply carried
out by means of a special dynamo mounted
on the lens drum of the film projecting
shaft (Fig. 1) which energises a special
form.of control at the receiving end.

Whether anything will come of this sys-
tem remains to be .seen. At present it is
an interesting laboratory presentation of
television, arid The Gramophone Company
do not wish it to be taken as anything but
a laboratory experiment at the moment.

They make no rash promises that it will
ever come upon the market, but they con-
sider that television is a vital necessity for
the future and that it behoves anybody who
can to carry out experiments in the sub-
ject. Consequently, the tests which have
been undertaken at Hayes have been done
not with the idea of raising a tremendous
publicity shout, but with a view to H.M.V.'s
contributing their quota to the world's
scientific research on the subject of tele-
vision as a possible future entertainment.

Which is Better?
The question in readers' minds that will

immediately rise is Is the H M V system as
good as the Baird ? " There is no direct
answer to this. It is entirely different in
conception from the Baird system, and the
two can hardly be compared.

The result of the H.M.V. system as
shown, to me is remarkably brilliant and
clear ; the sections do not blend qUite pro-
perly-but it would be grossly unfair to
both sides if I were to say " here are two
systems of television ; this is better than the
other."

The future alone can show what will be
the ultimate end of either system, and I do
not intend to prophecy ultimate adoption
for broadcast transmission of television pro-
grammes for either. We must wait and see.

It is interesting to note that, as a sequel
to a demonstration at the Physical and
Optical Society's Exhibition, Baird Tele-
vision, Ltd., state that they have issued a
writ against The Gramophone Company,
Ltd., claiming infringement of a patent.

TO PERFECT RADIO

PILOT RADIO KITS
FOR "P.W." RECEIVERS
"P.W." SUPER COIL THREE 10/1/31
Kit " A " Cash Price £3-16-9 or 12 M'thly 7/ -
Kit " B " £5-4-3 payments of 9/7
Kit " C " £6-0-9 1111

THE "GLOBE TROTTER " 3/1/31
Hit " A " Cash Price £3.16-1 or 12 M'thly 7/ -
Bit " B " R4-15-1 payments of 8r9
Nit " C " £5- 7-7 9110

IMPORTANT NOTE. KIT " A " is less
valves and cabinet. KIT " B " with
valves less cabinet. KIT " C " with
valves and cabinet. Any parts supplied

separately.
SUCCESS GUARANTEED. Every part
down to the last screw, in an attractive
carton, including Set of BETTA LINKS
-FREE.

Special C.O.D. Items
Pay the Postman. Send no money. We pay

all charges.

THE "30/- TWO."
(See " P.111." r711:31).

As Kit ready for assem
bly, with slotted former, wire,
screws etc., for construction of coil
With Standard " P.W." Set tested
Keystone Coil, ready wound and
tested - - - - - 3U
N.B. No. Pilot Test Meter included

with this particular hit.

"P.W." DOUBLE -TRAPPER
Assandembled,

Wired 11% READYUSE. FOR

Tested

ALL ORDERS
CARRIAGE PAID

CASH
or
H.P. TERMS
The following list is merely representative,
and we ask you to fill in the coupon or
send us a list of your requirements for a

quotation by return.

Manufacturers' Kits
and Accessories

Send COSSOR EMPIRE MELODY
10/- MAKER KIT, 1931 model. S.G.,

detector and aosvcieri,rice £6
Only Balance in 11 monthly payments of

12/9. .

2316 '

Send h9I311 00S, A51110. MUSIC0M AdG Tr

Cas monthly3. 3.5 e0
Only

Balance In 12 payments of
18/6. -

Send DYNAPLUS SCREEN THREE
10,6 KIT, S.C., cd:strtigkeand flower

8
Only Balance of 11 monthly DaYments of

10/6.

816Send

Only
Send

9G2y
y

Send

1 1 1'
Only

Send

615
Only

Send

91"
Only

All the above kit prices
include valves and cabinet.

EXIDE 120 -VOLT WH. TYPE
ACCUMULATOR, In Crates. Cash
price, £4 13s. Balance in
11 monthly payments of 8/6.
REGENTONE W.I.B.S.G. H.T.ELIMINATOR FOR A.C.
MAINS. One variable. one power.
one S.G. variable.

Cash Price £4 19 6
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 912.
ATLAS H.T. ELIMINATOR
AND CHARGER. Model 188 for
A.O. Mains. Cash Price £6.  Balance
in 11 monthly payments of 11/-.
LAMPLUGH or FARRAND
INDUCTOR SPEAKER, for per.
feet reproduction. Unit and chassis
complete, ready mounted.

Cash Price £3 10 0
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/5.
B.T.H. PICK-UP. TONE -ARM
and VOLUME CONTROL. com-
plete. Cash Price £2 9 6
Balance in 5 monthly payments of 9/,

SEND NOW FOR THE PILOT
CHART. Contains detailedPrice Lists of all the latestand best Kits, and oiler 30valuable Hints and Tips forthe Amateur Constructor.

IM MEDIATE
DELIVERY.

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD.
77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1 CLERKENWELL 9406
62, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C. CHANCERY 8266
MANCHESTER.: 33, Whiteiow Road, Chorlton-
curn-Hardy. 'Phone: Chorlton.cum-Hardy 2028.
NEWCASTLE, STAFFS : 7, Albany Road.

 SEEN OUR CATALOGUE ?
describing ALL THE LEADING MAKERS'
Receivers, Components, Radio Gramophones
Pick-ups, etc. A veritable guide to Radii.

GET YOUR COPY .TO -DAY.

FREE. Please send me (a) Your Easy Way Catalogue.
)b) Pilot Radio Chart

NAME

A DDRESS

P.W. 24/1/31

EASY TERMS

MADE EASY BY
WILL DAY LTD.,
19, LISLE ST., W.C.2.

DON'T FAIL TO SECURE OUR 1931
CATALOGUE. : FREE POST 6d

powERhygluaranteve

:s
substantially built, for smoothing circuits
in eliminators dealing with currents
Igo to 30o milliamperes,
inductance 3o henries,

8/6 3.V7t.'re.
REPAIRS

Any make of L.F.
Transformer, Loudspeaker

(except Blue Spot) or Head-
phones repaired and despatched within

48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
with each repair. 4/. Post Free. Cash with Order.

Terms to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR Co.
Dept. R., 953, GARRATT LANE; LONDON, S.W.17.

AL APPLICATIONS for Advertising Space in "POPULAR
WIRELESS' must be made to the Sole Advertising Agents,
JOHN H. LILE, LTD.. 4, LUDGATE CIRCUS, LONDON, E.C.4,
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230 /141U,
that

W
'the

60 POLE UNIT
Gives
Moving
Coil
Speaker
Results
and only
costs

Z1'6
Read these Extracts from the
TechniCal -and Daily Press :

The " Wireless Magazine " said
Very sensitive unit . Even response,

both very high notes and all low notes being
well handled._ . Very substantially niadd:
and can be thoroughly recommended; excellent
value for money.

The "Manchester Evening Chronicle
Every exhibition has its sensation. One of

the best units made its appearance yesterday
. . . and is known as the Wufa Super -Power
balanced armature unit. . . .

" Three alternative resistances are provided,
1,750, 1,200 and 500 ohms. . The adjust-
ment by means of a double cam . . enables
the best results to be obtained from strong or
weak signals . . . " Reproductionis of the
very finest quality.

The
WUFA

Complete
with Chassis

40'.
"WUFA"-THE FINAL WORD
IN LOUD -SPEAKER DESIGN

If your Dealer has not yet received supplies,
send your order direct to as, giving Dealer's
name and address. WRITE DEPT. (P.).

M. LICHTIENBERG
4, GREAT QUEEN STREET
Kingsway, London, W.C.1'

0006\\ ---

-FOR THE LISTENER
(Continued from page 908.)

Loe Strachey, then it is going to be'what
they calf in the North Conntry champion."
- , With her delightful voice and charming
manner, she spoke of the changing modes of
trayel.- ;The bicycle, the motor -car, the
-aeroplane; she had journeyed in them all,
and --loved them all,

What Persia Looks Like.
The same evening, Miss V. Sackville-West

gave what can only justly be described as
an :extremely brilliant account of " What
Persia Looks

- Her- pictures were full of life and colour.
Her descriptive language was masterly in
its words and in its restraint. I actually and -
really saw the Persian land.

_There are to be other talks on. Persia-, in
view of the Fxhibition-now openin.London.
It is said to be wonderful. Many of you will
see it.

I shall. And those of. us who' see it will
have in our minds the memorable:impression

' which Miss Sackville-West gaVe us, as a
baCkground, of the country from which

,these amazing treasures come,

Who Killed Johnson,?
, The first chapter of The. Scoop " was in-
teresting enough. But what to me was even
more interesting was the very skilful and
dramatic way in which Miss Dorothy
Sayers read it.

It was a fine piece of reading. Miss Sayers
has a kind of masculine, voice which fitted
Well the raucous b_uatleund din of a news-
paper office and she spoke the men's parts
better than those of the women. The
question now is ; Who killed Johnson ? But
I am no good at that sort of thing. - I should
think that I must be -the most gullible man
alive, and in the course of this story I shall
doubtless believe every- single character, -in
turn,' including Hemingway himself, to be
the criminal. Thdt'S the fun of it

. .

Drama..
.

Mr. Val Gielgud, who is the director of
dramatic productions, appealed to us to
play our part in making radio -drama a
success. He asked for concentrated liatening.

My heart fluttered a little when I heard
him say that a play adapted by myself was
to be produced next month ! Forgive me !
If.I don't puff myself, who the dickens will ?

. .

Return of Vernon Bartlett.-
'This,was a welcome re turn of one of the

most valued and most popular of broad-
caaters. He was not very cheerful about
the " Way of the World."

Apparently it was his opinion that this
year would be the most critical year since
the Armistice.

" Because things are so bad, they will be
better," vas his rather cold comfort. But
there is a broad sanity and quiet reserve.
about Mr. Bartlett which steadies one.

-uniummiammumuinummlinninnimmummilutnitnel
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TECHNICAL
NOTES

By J. B. T. ROBERTS, D.Sc.

Impedance Ratios.
IWAS talking some little time back about

the relation between the impedance of a
loud speaker and that of the output stage

of the receiver. You know that in general
the impedance of the external circuit .

should be larger than the internal impedance
of the valve, a ratio of 2 to 1 respectively
being often aimed at.

For this reason experimenters often try
to arrange to . use a. loud speaker of very
high impedance, sometimes altogether. too
high, and also- to connect two or more loud
speakers in series, when the speakers are of
too low impedance individually.

Now although at first right this seems to
meet the conditions laid 'down, there is a
snag in it, because when you connect the
speakers together in series you not only
increase their iMpedance to varying currents

but you also
increase their
ohmic resistance
to steady cur-
rents.

In many re-,
ceivers the anode
current, which is
taken by the
output stage,
passes through
the loud -speaker
\rindinga, and if
the resistance is
greatly increas ed

(as it will be by putting two or more loud
speakers in series) the anode current is cut
down and consequently the efficiency of the
output stage is also cut down, so that
what you gain on the swings you lose on
the roundabouts.

Alternative Arrangements. -
In fact, in some cases, paradoxical as it

may seem, it is actually an advantage to
connect a couple of loud speakers together in
parallel rather than in- series. However, if
you particularly wish to connect the loud
speakers in series (and under proper
conditions there is sometimes a definite
advantage in this arrangement) you can,;
do so by including an output choke filter
between the receiver and the speakers.

In this case the anode current does not,
of course, pass through the loud speakers,
and therefore tin difficulty mentioned above
does not arise. I am assuming that the total
resistance of the loud speakers is not
enormously high, as even with the choke
filter _arrangements the ohmic. resistance. of
the loud speaker does matter if it becomes
very large. But there is a great deal more
latitude than when the anode current is
actually passing through the speakers. '

When a power valve of rather .low
impedance is used in the output s age, if a
choke filter arrangement is used you may
find it advantageous to employ two
speakers in series, even speakers having
different characteristics, so that by the'
combination you get all parts of the scale
fairly well covered.

(Continued on next page.)

The GRID LEAK

& 'CONDENSER

appear in nearly every valve
set as the means of detection.

* * *

Usual values are .0003 mfd.
and 2 megohms.

In many - circuits the leak
is not placed " across " the
condenser, as shown, but one
end goes direct to L.T. +, or
to a potentiometer slider.
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TECHNICAL NOTES
(Continued from previous page.)

Equalising Frequency Response.
By the way, talking about, the balance

of different parts of the register, a'great deal
can be done to equalise the upper and
lower frequency response by various
circuit dodges in the receiver itself. There
are many such little arrangements, and they
fall broadly into two classes, those which
have the effect of reducing the stronger
parts of the register to the level of the
rest, and those which have the effect of
raising the weaker parts to the level of
the stronger ones.

I need hafdly say that the majority of
such arrangements for producina a uniform
response are of the former kind, that is,
they simply suppress stronger parts to the
level of the weaker ones. This is really the
wrong way of attacking the problem, and is
like weakening the strong links of a chain
to match the weakest.

The Lower Register.
One of the arrangements I refer to is some 

times called tuned -transformer coupling.
It involves the use of an -L.F. transformer
in a shunt -fed circuit, coupled to the anode
of the valve by means of a condenser which
may vary from about 1 microfarad down to
0.1 microfarad, a resistance of about 40,000
to 50,000 ohms being included in the anode
circuit of the valve.

The effect of this arrangement is to
increase the amplification in the lower
parts of the register and if the condenser is
made of a smaller capacity the part of the
register which is affected goes higher up

< in the scale. The tuned -transformer
coupling arrangement can then be made
very effective.

On the other hand a somewhat similar
result may be obtained by by-passing the
upper register, if this is unduly strong.

Some Simple Dodges.
In the same way, just as the lower parts

of the scale can be emphasised, so by
corresponding arrangements the upper part
may similarly be brought out more strongly.
For this purpose, however, a choke and an
anode resistance (of fairly low value) are
put in series with the anode circuit of the
detector or an L.F. valve. The impedance
of the choke is greater the higher the
frequency, so that the higher frequencies
are more magnified ; this arrangement has,
as a matter of fact, been found exceed-
ingly effective.

Naturally, it is much better to use a method
which actually increases the weaker part'
rather than one which suppresses the
stronger part because, in the latter case,
after having suppressed the stronger part
to the level of the rest, you have to find
means to raise the volume throughout the
whole scale.

Modern Valve Developments.
Improvements and developments in

valves take place nowadays with such
rapidity that there is an almost bewildering
selection of valves from which to choose for
any stage of a receiver. As might be ex-
pected, the most notable advances have been
made in connection with valves designed
to operate direct from the electric sitpply,

(Continued on, next page.)

You may search High & Lou'l
rot. a 'better multi -coil than =the Bulgin
without succeAs Scientific design and simplicity are out5tanding features
of the Bulgin multi -coil. To combine efficiency with compactness in a dual range coil, re-
quires exceptionally careful design if (the essential qualitieS of either part of the coil are to
be retained in full. The Bulgin multi -coil is so arranged that magnetic field interaction is

eliminated, and the
inclusion of the switch
in the top of the coil
has reduced the num-
ber of external con-
nections to three only.
The excellent range,
220 to 66o, and r,000
to 2,500 metres, is
maintained with

cyCrities '0005 mid. variable
condenser

A. F. BULGIN & CO., LTD., 9, 10, 11, Corsitor Street, Chancery Lute, LONDON, E.C.4.
' Phones : Holborn 1072 and 2072.

PRICE

1 516
Send now 2d. post-
age for the famous
Bulgin 60 pp.
catalogue.

NOW
COST
LESS

COLUMBIA
4780,

60 volts,
Triple

Capacity,
17/6

Columbia radio batteries are
still more economical now.
The Columbia 4780 (6o volts
Triple Capacity) costs only
17/6, though it outlives three -
ordinary batteries. More power
for every penny ; pure trouble -
free reception night after night,
without a suggestion of back-
ground. Say to your dealer-
COLUMBIA 4780.

your dealer has not Columbia in
stock, Bend to us, giving his name,

Columbia
RADIO BATTERIES
J. R. MORRIS, Imperial House,
15, Kingsway;" London, W.C.2.
Scotland: J. T. Cartvriglit, 3:Cadogan St,, Glasgow.

EDD STOW
HOMELAND FOUR
S.W. RECEIVER KIT OF PARTS

A RECEIVER designed for home construction
-c-1- and capable of reception of S.W. pro-
grammes at Loud Speaker strength over vast
distances and under adverse conditions. Simple
to operate-only one tuning dial. Smooth reac-
tion control and no unpleasant capacity effects.
Wave -length range from 12'5 to 85 metres and
from 250 to 550 metres. Coils for any between
wave -lengths up to 2,000 metres can be obtained.
Receiver is.built on a metal chassis, which is

y drilled for assembly and includes all
co ponents, wires, screws, etc., needed to make
up e complete receiver.
Kit complete without valves . . 1 0

Constructional bcoltlet with
diagrams and details, Sixpence.

Send for list No. 33 of S.W. apparatus.
Sole Manufacturers : London Service Depot

STRATTON &CO., LTD., 0. WEBB, LTD.,
Bromsgrovo St, 164, Charing Cross Road,

Birmingham. W.C.2.
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You too can qualify in your
spare time at home for these
salaries. Why should you
be the one to remain in
a dead-end job ?
Let us show you the way
to the highest posts in
Mech. Elec. Motor.

:Wireless. Aero.
Talkie Eng. etc: -
Write to -day for our
inspiring volume
"ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNI- -
TIES."

le,

In this
book Prof.

A: M.- Low
throws, anew

and start] ing
light on the

opportunities you n
are missing. It
shows the sim-
plest and rnest
successful way of
'obtaining -134Se;

,

_ I C. & G., G.P .0:
etc.

We alone gtarantee -

"NO - PASS -No ,FEE!".
Take the -first step to success to -day.
Write fofyour copy of this eye-opening
publication; FREE and POST FREE-

; (state subject or exam.)

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING -
TECHNOLOGY, 101, Shakespeare House,

29-31, Oxford Street. London,
seilliaesek

THE.

MULTI - RANGE
DIX-ONEMETER

6 Terminals
50 Ranges._

50 ri!,-/slign
Latest Model
1st Grade Brit.

-Eng. Skandard., --
Mirror; 'Double
Seale, 'MouldedBas4,. The
finest Precision
Multi -measur.'
ing instrument
obtainable,'

ELECTRADIX

RAMS,
218, UPPER THAMES STREET,

Telephone: City 0191,

MICRO AMPS TO
20 AMPS

MILLIVOLTS TO
2,000 VOLTS
50 OHMS vo
50 mEGoHms
- -

WITH
.6 r4E
METER.

VOXKIT JUNIOR
(Reg:Design) \

The Console Cabinet_ shown \
here takes panels up to 18" x 8",
Baseboard up to 12", Speaker
chamber 18"x15"x1 2". Height
3 ft.; removable back, lift -up lid
and silk -covered fret, best -French
polished figured oak. Packed and
delivered free in England and
Wales. Price 45,', Any speaker
fitted for cost of speaker only.
VOXKIT RADIOGRAM
As above with Motor, Pick-up
and volume -control. Carriage Send for free
free. Prlim E4 15 0, illustrated leaflet

VETO, SCOTT CO. LTD.
77 CITY ROAD, LONDON. E.C.1
62 HIGH HOLBORN,:LONDON,W.C.1

E.0 .4
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PLEASE be sure to mention "Popular Wireless"
when communicating with Advertisers1__ Thanks!

TECHNICAL -NOTES.
(Continued front previous page.)

but at the same time great improvements
have also been made in. battery -operated
valves,

In the case of the Mallard. indirectly -

heated A.C. valves, an addition has been
made to the screen -grid series by the S4VB
valve, which has an amplification factor of
-900, whilst its impedance- is less than that
of the previous S4VA.. The extent of the
reduction of the anode impedance is -quite
considerable, as you will see from_ the fact
that whereas the S4VA has an anode im-
pedance of 430.000 ohms that of the S4VB
is about 250,000 ohms.

New Two -Volt Valves.
This valve has a standard heater which

takes 1 ampere at 4 volts, whilst anode
voltages may be applied up to about 200.
The voltage for- the screen .grid. should be

. about 75 to 100 volts, a condenser being
connected belaiiieenascreen -and earth, of a
capacity of :bout .one -hundredth of a
microfarad.

When the screen voltage is derived from
a mains unit it -is important in the -case of
this valve to Ilse a- potentiometer, not a
.series- resistance; for' obtaining''the- inter-
mediate voltage required.

Another interesting series of valves is
the new -Marconi 2 -volt valves for which it
is- claimed that they give very greatly
iin-Preved volume and tone, and have longer
life as well as 'greater sensitivity which, of
colirse, means greater range.

Amongst these .valVa's are the screengrid
(S2C), a valve RA': medium amplification
(HL2C), another for low -frequency ampli-
fication (L2B), a power'' ontptit- valve
(Lp2c), and 8, super -power output valve

'

A High Amplification Factor.
It is interesting to note that the power

output valve LP2C has an amplification
factor of 8, its mutual conductance being
2 milliamps per volt, and its impedance
4,000 ohms. 'It: is particularly claimed
for this valve that it is very economical
as regards current consumption, and that
exceptional quality of reproduction is
obtainable without sacrificing volume on
distance reception.

Incidentally, the Marconi 2 -volt valve -

range now includes 14 -types, so that there
should be no difficulty in making the neces-
sary selection for any: particular set or type
of circuit.

Current Economy.
The LP2 and thesP2are two new °stain

valves of the G.E.C., the first -being a power
valve, and the second a super -power Valie.
The LP2 is particularly suitable as a loud-
speaker valve for sets of the " two -valve,"
class, for portable sets and generally where
economy in current consumption is a con-
sideration whilst reasonably high amplifica-
tion is required at the same time.

The P2, that is, the super -power valve,
is naturally suitable for sets with a greater
volume output. The voltage required on the
anode is 150, the impedance of the valve
being only 2,150 ohms, whilst the ampli-
fication factor is 7.5 and the mutual con-
ductance 3-5.

(Continued on' next page.)

TUNEWELL

E

L

I

S

COILS for
C.ircuits

Many coils of extraordinary effi'
ciency have been developed in the

P.W." Research Laboratories.
Teget the full benefitsof "P.W."
design use Tuneviell Coils, which
are carefully wound 'to exact
"P.W." specification.
All Tunewell Coils -.,have a very
low self -capacity, due to the high -

quality of their materials and
workmanship. .More Stations,
more easily separatgd-louder
signals, too-that's what you get
from Tunewell Coils. '
New "P.W." Coils, base fitting
or 6 -pin type. 10/8. -;
Not only have all the benefits of
"413,W. design -been retained,
but to this has been _added the
extra efficiency of the low -loss -
principle -on -the lower -wave band'
winding. mast efficient Of
all " E.W." Cells., _ Carefully
tested and guaranteed.
Ultra short wave (to specifica-

-tion). 3/11.
Contradyne " Coils. Basa. -

fitting, --en bakelite . 8/3.
," Explorer "  Coils. Dual range
10/6. Low range 3/11.

SEND FQR LISTS.
gri_TI:t1WErt. 85 co.,

54, Station Rd., NewSouthgate, N11

EASY PAYMENTS_
The first firm to supply Wire'ess. parts on easy
payments. Five years advertiser in "Wireless."Popular' Thousands of satisfied customers.
Send us a list of the parts you require, and the
payments that will suit 'your convenience, and we
will send you a definite quotation. Anything wireless.
H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
Phone : Museum 1414, Gt. PoAtairitt ,St., W.1

WET H.T. BATTERIES
Solve all H.T. Troubles.

SELF'01tARCINO, SILENT, ECONOMICAL
,PARSAwaxed), 2)" X if" sq. 1/3 cbiz.
ZINGS, new type 10d. doz. Sacs 1 maim
Sample doz. (15 volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte, 4/1, post 9d.Sample unit, ad. Illus. booklet free.

Bargain List free.
AMPLIFIERS, 30/-. 3 -valve set, £5.
P. TAYLOR,, 5T, Studley Road,

STOCKWELL, LONDOlt,

SOMETHING NEW. I.
TESTING PRODS

Write for List 16. T.7.
J. J. EASTICK 8a 'SONS; 118, Dunhill
ROW, London , E.0.1 'PhOne: Metropolitan 0314.

,

EUREKA TRANSFORMERS
Concert Grand 1st stage, 10/6d. 2nd *stage 9/6d.

Baby Grand 1st. or 2nd. stage 8/8d. post paid

EUREKA MULTIPOLE DOUBLE THROW SWITCHES
2 -pole 3/-, 3 -pole 3/9d, 4 -hole Old. Pull Push 1/6d.

Write foz lists. Sole meSufdaurers:-
(I?entt.. 2) .3, ShteiburkL. PERSON SON, L!, ndon,af

' Make
THE, DAILY SKETCH

YOUR Picture Paper.
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BATTERIES ?

72 No.
3 Cells com-

plete with chemi-
cal, all fitted in 3

Pni-bloc Trays with
Lid. List Price 13:4:0

or 5/- down and 5 monthly
Payments of MC.

Install the Standard Leclanche type
battery (as illustrated) and enjoy the
wonderful improvement in reception that
this regenerative, high capacity power
supply provides. Here are a few reasons
why thousands are using Standard Bat-
teries in preference to costly dry batteries.

1. Battery running costs are halved.
2. Reception is pure and absolutely free

from distortion or background.
3. Battery will last a YEAR or more

without attention.
4. 5/- down and the balance in easy

monthly instalments of 12/8 IS LESS
THAN YOU PAY FOR DRY BAT-
TERIES WHICH AFTER A SHORT
PERIOD ARE ONLY GOOD FOR
THE DUSTBIN!

5. Unlike accumulators, no recharg-
ing necessary.

We advise free of charge the best type
of battery to suit your receiver.
Send particulars of number and type of
valves without obligation to purchase.
Obtainable from Halfords, Currys or
Radio Dealers everywhere.

STANDARD
WET H.T. BATTERY

The Standard Battery Co. (Dept. P.W.,,
184/188 Shaftesbury Avenue,

London, W.C.2. M.B.

The Picture Paper with the MOST News.

SUNDAY GRAPHIC
LOUD SPEAKERS REPAIRED, 4/-

(Blue Spot a Speciality.)

Transformers 4/., Headphones 4/, all
repairs magnetised free. Tested, guaranteed,

and ready for delivery in 24 hours.
Dtscount for Trade. Clerkenwell 9069.

E. MASON, 44, EAST ROAD, N.1.

IWAG 1%1
441,:o0/4debilid

TECHNICAL NOTES
(Continued front precious page.)

Temperature Coefficient.
T do not think it is generally known that

the resistance of a Metal wire (for example
a valve filament or the resistance element of
a rheostat) varies with the temperature.
This effect is with some Metals and. alloys
quite pronounced, and if a rheostat of such
metal is running rather hot, the actual
resistance may be quite a considerable
percentage greater than when the metal
was col.

The factor which gives the rate of varia-
tion of resistance with temperature is known
as the " temperature, co -efficient." In the

TECHNICAL
TWISTERS

No. 45.-FREQUENCY.
CAN YOU FILL IN THE MISSING

LETTERS?
One circuit is said to be " tuned "

to another when it is adjusted to the
same . . . . . . .

The of a tuned circuit
depends on its and

Owing to the fine variation and ease
of mechanical adjustment attainable

is usually varied by means of
an adjustable

The frequency is the number of
complete which the current
performs in . . . ..... .

To ascertain a station's frequency in
its wave -length should

be into 300,000.

Last week'sweek's missing words (in order)
were Volt ; Ampere, One, Ohm ; Volt-
meter ; One and a Half Volts.

MI1111111111111111111111111111111d1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111;

vast majority of cases the resistance in-
creases =with rise of temperature, although
there are certain exceptional eases where
the resistance decreases with rise of temper-
ature.

Internal Structure.
Another factor which influences the resist-

ance of metal is the actual state or internal
structure of the metal itself. With fairly
freshly -drawn copper wire, for instance,
the metal is pliable, soft and non -brittle, but
in course of time the metal will gradually
become crystalline, and in doing so it will
become harder and more brittle ; . at the
same time its electrical resistance will
increase.

This effect will take place simply with the
passage of time, but it will be accelerated
if the wire is exposed to certain conditions.
For instance, an aerial wire left exposed to

-

(Continued on next page.)
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For their yar:ous
circuits.

tSE GOLTONE

cOILS-
FOR
BEST

RESULTS

4 6 GOLTONE "
P.W." & " M.W."

DUAL RANGE COIL
-FEATURES. Extraordinary Selectivity,
Clear Reception, Exceptional Efficiency.
When operating on Short Wave, the Long
Wave winding is paralleled, thus ensuring
the avoidance of losses usual in other
types of Dual Range
Coils. 1 2'6No. DW/12 . Price

44 GOLTONE "
"CONTRADYNE"

COIL
The purpose of this Coil is to eliminate
Short Wave interference on lower end of
Long Wave scale. Also provides protec-
tion against interference of local
stations, giving purer reception. 6,6
No. R11/12 . . . Price
Pamphlet, giving full particulars and First -Class
Circuit using both these Coils, FREE on request.
Obtainable from all Radio Stores. Refus
:Asti lutes. If any difficulty, write direct.

WARD & GOLDSTONE LTD.,
PENDLETON, MANCHESTER
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NO COMPLAINTS
TESTED for
Wavelength
Smooth Reaction
Continuity.
Finally SET
tested for
Stability.

Fully ,

Guaranteed

THE KEYSTONE P.W. AND
M.W. DUAL RANGE COIL
Wherever a P.W. Coil is specified insist upon
thp KEYSTONE. No other coil can give such
selectivity or sensitivity on both wavebands.
Made exactly in accordance with "P.W,"
specifications and fully approved.

A satisfied user writes :-- Many thanks
for' your prompt adbice about my set,
'Chef d'OEtture.' I have now fitted the
KEYSTONE P.W. COIL you supplied,
and am pleased .to say that the set is
functioning perfectly. I am returning
the other maker's coil and wish that I
had fitted a KEYSTONE in the first
place."

C.O.D.
Pay the Postman
Immediate Delivery 12/6

We pay all charges
Contradyne coils also supplied, 7/6 each

PETO SCOTT CO. LTD.
77 CITY ROAD, LONDON, EC.1
62 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1

"BROADCAST" Plug in Coils
CDEAPEST AND BEST.

fr, 101. 125 .. 1/3 250 .. 2%-

30 10d. 60 .. 1/1 150 14 300 .. 2%3

35 10d. 75 .. 1/2 . 175 .. 1/6- 400 2/9
40 1/- 100 .. 1/3 200 1/9 500 3/3
Centre -Tapped 6d. extra. "X " Coils 9d.. extra.

ALL POST FREE, Trade ,Supplied.
G..BRICE, 34 Savernake Rd., London, N.W.3

"RED DIAMOND"
'TRAD 'MARK SWITCHES

Robust Construe-
' .tion. Definite

`on' and `of'
REGla positions. No

shaking. Perfect contacts. Large
terminals for easy fitting.

By. se
RD39 2 point .. . 1/3 1/8
ED49 ,, dead spindle 1/3 1/6
RD37 3 point . . 1/8 1/9
RD47 dead spindle 16 1/9
RD44 Radio -gram

3 point .. . 2/3

"RED DIAMOND "
DETECTOR..

As used for the " Wirelesi for
the Blind " CrystalSets.

RD40

ByInsured
Post 2/3 or
2/9 with

shield.

Can be
mounted on
brackets or

through panel.
Once set always

ready. Not affected by
vibration. Eachone is tested

on broadcast before despatch.

Of all high-class Radio Dealers' or Sole Makers:
JEWEL PEN CO., LUX-, ..

(Radio Dept. 46), 21-22, Great Sutton St., LONDON, E.O.I

VII I CAN BUILD A X4
%PUP 'GRAMOPHONE

WITH OUR SOALEAfij.
DRAWINGS FOR il'Uf
Book of instructions, 3d. Cata-
logue .of Motors, Tone.arms,
Sound boxes, latest internal
Amplifiers, Gramophones or
Cabinets Free. Cash or terms.
V. BU RT,185, High St. Deptford,

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from previous page.)

atmospheric and weather conditions -will be
affected, more particularly on the surface,
in this way as well as in other ways 'and,
inasmuch as the high -frequency currents
travel in _the surface layers of -the wire, its
efficienCy may be. _quite 'appreciably inter-
fered with. What is more important from a
practical point of view, however, is that the
wire may become brittle and in due course
may break.

MODERN CRYSTAL SETS
(Continued from page 924.

Solitary, I do not -mean only those who live
,alone, but also those who reside in a family
circle which is, on the whole, unsyMpathetic
to radio listeners.

An Unfailing Stand-by
There are no batteries to replace or get

charged and no valves to burn out. The
thing is practically -everlasting, and if
-well made, with good materials, a change of
crystal every two or three years or so
represents the sole maintenance 'necessary.
Within- twenty miles of a Regional station
you get comfortably loud volume in good -
telephone earpieces, sufficient, strength,
indeed, 'even for -those wild are rather hard
of hearing.

_ And there will be two programmes
between which yon -ean alternate ita11- the
time. And there will be fewer .parasitie
noises such as are to be heard loudly on
many valve sets.

The quality will be undoubtedly good,
althotigh it would not be fair to say that
it will equal that of a good valve set.
Nevertheless, it is undeniable that it must
be greatly better than the response of
the average valve set.

The crystal set also has its niche as the
valve -set owner's stand by. If you have a
little crystal set and a pair of 'phones packed
away, you are guarded against any break-
down in your radio -receiving system. If
carefully covered -to keep out the dust, and
stood in a dry place, a crystal set will not
depreciate with the passing of the years.
I have one at home that I made in 1913,
eighteen years ago. It is not selective, and
its silicon -steel detector is not as sensitive
as the modern two -crystal combinations,
but it can pull the local in with sufficient
volume for all ordinary telephone receiver
purposes.

Work a Loudspeaker
It provides a striking comparison with the

" P.W." " Inductocrys " that stands beside
it on the same shelf, and is a monument to
the fact that the crystal set has advanced in
detail if not, as I have already_declared,
in fundamentals.

The more modern hook-up enables me
to separate the two Brookmans transmitters;
and the volume is such that one -wonders
at times whether someone won't some day
give us -a loud speaker with a really decent
input-output power ratio and enable crystal
loud -speaker sets to become a complete
reality.

Th.ait is another fascinating possibility,
isn't it ?
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HEINZ
There are 57 distinct parts in this

-Double Pole -Rotary
switbh and

each is designed and..
finished with

the engineering
precision and

thoroughnes
implied by the name

_ Benjamin. Catalogue No. 1142

describes the switch fully and gives

circuits in which' it

can -be used. Have

you had your copy?

THE BEHJANllti
ELECT* LTD.

Tariff Rd , T ottenham,N;17
Tottenham 1500.
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gia LET US QUOTE
BEST. MONTHLY TERMS

11 for anything you require in Wireless. m
III WE SUPPLY ALL COMPONENTS, HITS OP Ill
ii PARTS for Circuits,
N MELODY MAKER, - MILLARD ORGOLA, .
.. OSRAM 4. All Mains Sets, MOO H. T. 10
mi ELIMINATORS, Loud Speakers, eto. mve ,-a
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im CALL AT OUR SHOWROOMS or SEND A 

LIST OF YOUR REUIREMENTS-our
 MONTHLY TERMS will be sent BY RETBESTURN. E

a The P.D.P. CO., LTD. (M)
m 46, WATLING ST., LONDON, E.C.4. 
INENEN  'Phone Central 4468 muniusi

a

EXACT TUNERS
/250 to 2,000 metres.

Cher ,coils are required. Send P.O. for par -
Thousands of these tuners are in use, and
we can strongly recommend them. No fur -

1 THE EXACT, MANUFACTURING CO.,
Croft Works, Priory Street, Coventry.

tioulars and circuits-FREE.

REMEMBER!
" POPULAR WIRELESS " HAS THE LARGEST
SALE OF ANY WEEKLY WIRELESS JOURNAL.

THE

STANDARD
PLUG.IN COIL
Sold everywhere from 1/.
DX COILS LTD., LONDON, LS
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This
Specially
Designed
RADIO
MAP &
CHART

RA 1)10

MAP ANSWERS AND
CHART

V S 1 4

with ANSWERS
ON SATURDAY

Specially designed for ANSWERS readers and printed in two col-ours on art paper, this map shows you the wave -lengths and call -signs of every important European broadcasting station. It willenable you to identify any station which can he tuned in on yourset. With separate spaces on the sides of the map for the dialreadings on your set, it will form a complete log chart.
Opera from Berlin and Vienna; famous orchestras from Paristhe lilting music of Spain this map will enable you to tune in toany programme which your set can get with the least possible
delay. It will double the pleasure of listening.
Don't miss this opportunity of securing this most useful andsplendid gift.

1

A WEEK
For LIFE
or £3,000 Cash
MUST BE WON
in a simple NEW
PICTURE
COMPETITION

ANSWERS
BRITAIN'S NATIONAL WEEKLY

On Sale
Saturday,
Jan. 2q

2d.
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The
"Popular.
Wireless'' of

December 27th, 193o,
said": "A great compli-,
ment has been paid to

the new  P.W.' . Dual -Range Coil-
: Radio.Ingtrunients Ltd. are.proclucing

it "in quantitieS-every coil is given4n in-
de.fiendent test both for wave -length and inductance

on every' one of the windings. It is a hundred or so.
tales superior in workmanship and finish."
QbViouSly, R.I. Were :exp6ctecl to produce the best-they have do --_e

so in a TROUBLI; -FREI; coil that is wound, assembled- and
tested to a degree of accuracy unattainable by the amateur or
maker of less repute.
Start Right by purchasing the R.I. Coil which you know will
certainly ceAer the range of wave -lengths claimed for the circuit on
which you are working.

Ask your Radio Store for R.I. Coils. In case of diffi-
culty please write direct giving.. dealer's name and address.

Insist on Dual -Range Coils
They're Best and cost no more

"Popular Wireless"
and

"Modern Wireless"

ested the Inductance 8ridge

R.I. LTD., MADRIGAL WORKS, PURLEY WAY, CROYDON.
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